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Abstract :This report describes the activity of the Laser and Plasma
Technology Division during the year 1993. This division is engaged in
the research and development of hiyh power beams namely laser, plasma
and electron beams, which are characterized by high power density,
normally in excess of 1 KW/mm . Laser and Plasma Technology Division
has strived to establish
indigenous capability to cater to the
requirements of the Department of Atomic Energy. The broad programme
objectives of the division are : (1) Development and technology
readiness studies of laser, plasma and electron beam devices; (2)
Studies on related physical phenomena with a view to gain better
understanding of the devices and <3) Improvements in technology and
exploration of new areas. This report covers the activities of the
division during 1993 and describes how successfully the objectives
have been met. The activities described in the report are diverse in
nature. The report has been compiled from individual reports of
various groups/sections with marginal editing.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
This report describes the activity of the Laser and Plasma
Technology Division during the year 1993. This division is
engaged in the research and development of high power beams
namely laser, plasma and electron beams, which are characterized
by high power density, normally in excess of 1 KW/mm2. Laser and
Plasma Technology Division has strived to establish indigenous
capability to cater to the requirements of the Department of
Atomic Energy. The broad programme objectives of the division are
1. Development and technology readiness studies of
laser, plasma and electron beam devices.
2. Studies on related physical phenomena with a view to
gain better understanding of the devices.
3. Improvements in technology and exploration of new
areas.

This report will cover the activities of the division during
1993 and describe how successfully the objectives have been met.
The activities described in the report are diverse in nature. The
report has been compiled from individual reports of various
groups/sections with marginal editing. Also, we had deleted the
details to restrict the report to a reasonable size. If an
clarifications
are required
the divisional staff may b
contacted.

CHAPTER 2.
LASER

ACTIVITIES

Studies related to gas lasers, tunable dye lasers, solid
state
lasers
and laser
applications
in spectroscopy,
photochemistry and other areas were continued. During 1993, the
following work has been carried out:

2.1

DYE LASERS

The Laser & Plasma Technology Division has a continuing
program for the development of high average power pulsed dye
laser
oscillator-amplifier
systems
for spectroscopic and
photochemical applications.
2. J..1 Optimization of the Performance of a High Power
Dve Amplifier
For optimum extraction efficiency in an oscillator-amplifier
system, it is important that the pump and signal pulse durations
are temporally matched.
If the duration of the signal pulse is
shorter than the pump pulse, it will overlap temporally only over
a small part of the pump pulse and cannot extract gain from the
entire pump pulse. This leads to unwanted ASE and low extraction
efficiency.
In the double-sided pumped Rhodaraine 6G dye
amplifier developed earlier, the signal pulse was temporally
shorter (18 ns FWHM) than the pump pulse (30 ns FWHM).
The
extraction efficiency of this system was 34%.
Higher extraction efficiencies were obtained by temporally
matching the pump and signal pulses. This was achieved by using
the yellow and green beams of the same CVL as the signal and pump
pulse respectively. The extraction efficiency as a function of
the time delay between the signal and pump pulses was also
studied. In addition, both the pump and the signal pulses were
temporally stretched and it was shown that stretching of the
pulses requires lesser tolerance on the time synchronization
between the pump and signal pulses as compared to unstretched
pulses.
A schematic of the experimental set up used is shown in
Fig.2.1.1. The time delay between the pump and signal pulses was
changed by moving mirrors Ms and M6. A dichroic beam splitter
(D6S1) was used to split the output beam from a commercial Copper
Vapour Laser (Oxford CVL40) into its yellow ( X = 578.2 nm) and
green ( A = 510.6 nm) components. The yellow beam was focused
into the flowing dye cell via lens L3.
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sot-up

Temporal stretching of the CVL beam was obtained by using a
passive
ring
resonator
arrangement
consisting
of
high
reflectivity mirrors and a beam splitter. The stretched pump and
signal pulse durations (FWHM) were 36 ns and 33 ns respectively.
Since the pump and signal pulse durations were nearly the same, a
high extraction efficiency of 40.3% was achieved with an input
signal power of 1.6 watts and pump power of 4.5 watts. Fig.2.1.2
shows the amplifier extraction efficiency as a function of delay
between the yellow and green beams. For the unstretched pulses
(curve b ) , the efficiency reaches a maximum and then decreases as
the delay between the yellow and green pulses is increased. In
contrast, for stretched CVL pulses (curve a ) , the extraction
efficiency shows a plateau over a larger variation of the delay
between the yellow and green components. This indicates that for
the unstretched pulses, the signal and pump pulses should be
synchronous to within ~2 ns for optimum efficiency, whereas in
the stretched case the tolerance on synchronization is larger, *"8
ns. This increased tolerance is attributed to a smoothening of
the CVL temporal profiles when the pulses are stretched.
2.1.2 Effect of High Input Signal Intensities on the
Amplifier Extraction Efficiency
An important design consideration for oscillator-amplifier
systems is that the signal intensity should be large enough to
saturate the amplifier gain. The commonly used model of Hargrove
and Kan [IEEE . Quant. Electron., QE-16. 1108 (1980)] predicts
that the amplifier extraction efficiency would also saturate.
However, it was shown earlier by us, that the efficiency actually
starts decreasing beyond an optimum signal intensity because of a
nonlinear loss at the signal wavelength arising from excited
state absorption (ESA) and ground state absorption (QSA).
An
experimental
and theoretical investigation of the
significance of this nonlinear loss on a transversely pumped dye
amplifier at high signal intensities was made. To obtain high
signal intensities, the yellow beam ( X - 578.2 nm) of the CVL
was used as the input signal in a double sided transversely
pumped Rhodamine 66 dye laser amplifier, whereas the green { X 510.6 nm) beam from the same CVL was utilized as the pump beam.
The output beam from the CVL was temporally stretched and
smoothened.
The average pump powers used for the experiments were 4.0
watts to 7.0 watts. The input signal power was varied from 100tnW
to 4.0 watts. The extraction efficiency is shown as a function of
input
signal power in Fig.2.1.3.
The solid line is the
theoretical curve matched to the experimental data as discussed
below. A maximum extraction efficiency of 40.3% was achieved at a
pump power of 7 watts and input of 1.6 watts. It is clear that an
optimum value of the input signal intensity exists which depends
on the pump power and the signal wavelength. The decrease in
amplifier
extraction
efficiency
at high input powers is
attributed to ground and excited state absorption at the signal
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wavelength. To explain the experimental rasultM, theoretical
modeling of "the transversely pumped dye laser amplifier was done
using rate equations as discussed below. The pulse averaged pump
and signal intensities were multiplied respectively by two
fitting parameters for a best fit with the experimental results.
The theoretical curves (solid lines) closely
matched the
experimental values of the extraction efficiency. Fig.2.1.4 shows
numerical results of the effect of input signal power on the
amplifier efficiency as the pump power is increased. For a given
signal power, the signal intensity can be reduced by increasing
the width of the gain region and the amplifier efficiency
maximized by optimizing the dye concentration.
2.1.3 Effect of ESA in Dye Laser Amplifiers :
An useful approximation
The effect of nonlinear signal absorption (NLSA) due to
ground state absorption (GSA) and excited state absorption (ESA)
at the signal wavelength in a transversely pumped high power dye
laser amplifier was theoretically
examined.
In the one
dimensional steady state approximation, the amplification of the
signal beam is governed by the transcendental expression for the
saturated gain 6 as
go
GNL

=

go

In GNL - goL
1] exp [

SIlM

1 + go/SIfl

[
SIlN

]

..(1)

where the small signal gain coefficient go, signal saturation
intensity Is and nonlinear absorption parameter S, are given by,
go

= creffN [aoPlPx - aoi/oett ] / [1 + C T O P I P T ]

Is

=

S

= aoioi2Nx / (1 + ooi I P T )

{1 + C T O P I P T } / (ooi + am)

with

Oft EC

,

. . (2)
--(3)

..(4)

= oe - ai2

Here crop is the GSA cross-section at the pump wavelength \P
(510.6 nm), <Joi , ai and ax 2 are the GSA, stimulated emission and
ESA cross sections at the signal wavelength \i , T is the first
excited singlet life time, N i-s the molecular density and IP is
the pump intensity averaged over the width of the dye cell. The
amplifier extraction efficiency is defined as
n

=

(POOT

- P I N ) / PP

=

(GNL - D P I K

/ PP

where P I N and PP are the average signal and pump power.
be obtained from (1) by iteration.

..(5)

GNL can

Numerical solutions of (1) indicate that NLSA decreases the
extraction
efficiency,
n,NL, with increasing Ii N ,
unlike
predictions of earlier models, according to which i) should
saturate.
The decrease of efficiency due to NLSA becomes
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negligible at high pump powers. Due to the complicated nature of
(1) it is difficult to appreciate the actual role played by NLSA.
To obtain a better understanding of the importance of NLSA
in dye laser amplifiers,
we have derived an
approximate
expression for the extraction efficiency which is given by
nNL

= ruin [1 - SIiN/go]. [{l-exp(-SIsL)}/SIfiL] = nnitfif2

..(6)

where nmt is the extraction efficiency in the absence of NLSA as
predicted by Hargrove & Kan.
The validity of (6) can be seen from Fig.2.1.5 where the
fractional error
A nML
[= (nNL - n'NL)/nNL] is plotted for
different pump powers and different concentrations. Even for
IIN/IS
~0.5, equation (6) underestimates nNL by less than 3.5%.
The approximation becomes better for higher pump intensities and
lower concentrations.
The effect of NLSA in reducing the extraction efficiency
from the earlier model predictions can now be appreciated
immediately and quantitatively by inspecting the bracketed terms
in (6) which are defined as fi and f2 for easy reference, f2 is
independent of pump and signal power; hence its contribution to
the reduction in efficiency from nHK is constant. Besides
depending on the intrinsic molecular parameters, f2 will also
decrease with increasing gain length and dye concentration. The
reduction in extraction efficiency with increasing Ii N, is solely
due to fi as is evident from (6). Since S/go <* 1/IP at moderate to
high pump powers, it is clear that the contribution of fi will
also remain constant with increasing I P ,
provided Ii N is
increased linearly with IP in order to continue to suppress ASE
from the amplifier at higher pump powers.
2.1.4 A Steady-State Model for Double-Sided Transversely Pumped
Dve Laser Amplifiers
State-of-the-art high power pulsed dye laser amplifiers
employ double-sided transversely pumped geometry (Fig.2.1.6) for
producing approximately uniform gain profile and hence a uniform
amplifier output. Numerical modeling of the amplifier with timedependent rate equations requires large computation times which
can be reduced by using a steady state (SS) approximation.
However, the application of the SS formalism to the doubled sided
pumped amplifier is not straight forward because the propagation
of the pump fluxes are coupled to each other. We have developed
an iterative algorithm which was used to overcome this problem.
This has enabled us to develop a general SS model which was
applied to a double sided pumped amplifier for the first time.
The absorption of the pump beams can be described by the
equations :
dIp±/dX

=

± NaoPlpi [1 - Ni(l - m)/N]
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whsra m = oip/oop. For m = 1, aquations in (?) »r« decoupled and
can be solved analytically. Of course, in the presence of the
signal Ii , the overall coupled equations have to be solved
numerically.
The dye cell is divided into a 2-dimensional mesh, along the
pump and signal directions. The pump and signal intensities are
assumed to be constant in the direction orthogonal to the X-Z
plane. Starting at Z = 0, where Ii is known, the iteration
proceeds by calculating Ip+(x)[Ip-(x)3 assuming lP-[Ip*3 to be
absent. These Ip± values are now used for obtaining
IP*(X),
which in turn are used for calculating the second iteration for
IP±(X).
The process is continued till
!lPn±(x) - lPn-i*(x)|
(normalized to total pump intensity), becomes s 1E-17. These I P + ,
IP~ and Ii
values are now used for repeating the calculations
along the next grid line, and so on till the end of the amplifier
is reached. The algorithm was checked by putting m = 1 and
comparing the results with the analytical solutions. Also,
Eqn.(7) indicates that I P + I P ~ at any X is constant. Fig.2.1.7
shows the deviation of Ip+Ip-, (normalized to the values at X=0)
from unity with X. This deviation decreases further with the grid
size. As a typical application of the model, Fig.2.1.8 shows the
evolution of a signal with both uniform and non uniform spatial
intensity profile, along the gain length of the amplifier.
2.1.5 Dye Amplifier with Single Sided Pumping
The usually used double sided transversely pumped dye
amplifier
(Fig.2.1.6) has certain disadvantages such as critical
signal beam shaping for good overlap with the gain volume; low
concentration of the dye solution for uniform pumping of the
gain volume; diffraction and interference effects arising at the
pump window - dye solution interface which severely affects beam
quality; and reutilization of the pump radiation transmitted
through the low concentration
dye
solution.
The
latter
complicates the experimental arrangement considerably.
An
alternative,
single
sided
pumping
scheme
was
investigated. This scheme is different from the usual single
sided pumping arrangement in that the signal beam is reflected
off the grazing-incidence face of the pump entrance wall-dye
solution interface. This scheme has the following advantages.
i) Utilization of the high gain region near the pump windowdye solution interface, by intense parts of the signal beam,
eliminating critical signal beam shaping.
ii) Higher dye concentration can be used,
allowing total
utilization of the pump radiation.
iii) Photothermal beam reflection, which is a serious problem in
single sided pumping with a direct beam alignment, is not
present in the reflected beam geometry.
iv) The amplified beam travels at an angle to the direction
of
the gain region, resulting in easy spectral separation of
the residual ASE.
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Experiments were done to compare a double sided pumped
amplifier and a single sided pumped amplifier with direct and
reflected signal beam alignment. High dye concentrations (0.9mM)
of Rh 6G in ethanol were used. Higher efficiencies at lower
signal input powers were observed with the reflected beam
alignment. Photothermal deflection experiments were done with a
He-Ne Laser as a probe, which confirmed that there is no
deflection of the probe beam in the reflected beam alignment.
Detailed data analysis and further investigations of possible
limitations of this scheme are being carried out.
2.1.6 Spectral Isolator for Removal of broadband Amplified
Spontaneous Emission (ASE) in Pulsed Dye ^aser Beams
Amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) in narrowband pulsed
dye lasers has assumed considerable importance because of its
undesirable
effects
on the performance of multistage dye
oscillator-amplifier systems. It forms a broadband spectral
background, restricts the tuning range of the dye oscillator and
results in reduced extraction efficiency of the amplifiers. A
spectral isolator was designed and developed to remove the
broadband ASE from the pulsed dye laser beam.
The spectral isolator is based on a prism monochromator The
heart of the system is a dispersive prism system, which consists
of two Brewster prisms and a Littrow roof prism, all made from
SF-10 optical glass. The optical layout of the spectral isolator
is shown in Fig.2.1.9. The laser beam enters the system through a
right angle prism PI and is then incident on the dispersive prism
system. The beam after reflecting from the roof traverses back
through the prism system, thereby providing a total dispersion
equivalent to five 60° prisms (two and a half prisms in double
pass). The total angular dispersion of the prism system is 740
nm/rad. The dispersed beam is focused by a lens (LI) of 200 mm
focal length on to a slit (S) of 200 urn width. The slit
physically blocks the broadband ASE and allows the transmission
of laser beam in a wavelength range of only 0.74mm. The lens (L2)
collimates the laser beam.
The performance of the spectral isolator was tested using
the output of a broadband dye oscillator. The narrowband GIG dye
oscillator was converted into a broadband laser by blocking the
tuning mirror and feeding the zero reflection from the grating
back into the resonator. The output beam frpm the spectral
isolator was passed through an etalon having a FSR of 100 GHz.
The Fabry-Perot fringes were focused on a CCD camera by a lens
and the intensity profile along the diameter was displayed on an
oscilloscope using a single line selector system. The wavelength
spread of the transmitted beam was measured to be 0.5nm at FWHM
and 1 nm at the base which compares favourably well with the
design value of 0.74 nm. The ASE was measured by dispersing the
output beam from spectral isolator by a 1800 lpm grating. The ASE
was found to be below the detection limit of the measuring
system.
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2.1.7 A Boaro Shaping System for Correcting tha Asymmetry of
Pulsed Dve Laser Beams
Transversely pumped,
pulsed dye laser oscillators are
characterized by their asymmetric beam shape and different
divergences in the horizontal and vertical planes. This asymmetry
is a result of the unequal transverse dimensions of the gain
region in these lasers.
In multistage oscillator-amplifier
chains, it is required that the oscillator beam to be fed into
the amplifier should have a low divergence and symmetrical shape
in order to achieve better extraction efficiency. In this paper,
we report a beam shaping system to collimate and circularize the
asymmetric dye laser beam.
The optical layout of the beam shaping system is shown in
Fig.2.1.10. A plano-convex lens placed at distance equal to its
focal length from the dye cell collimates the dye laser beam but
retains its elliptical shape (a horizontal ellipse). It is
followed by a pair of Fresnel rhomb prisms which rotate the state
of polarization of the incident beam by 90°. The beam emerging
from the Fresnel rhomb is polarized in the vertical plane. This
beam is then passed through an anamorphic prism pair which
provide magnification in one meridian, i.e., in the plane of
incidence which is kept in the vertical direction. The entrance
face of the prisms is kept near Brewster angle to reduce the
reflection loss and the exit face is provided with antireflection
coating.
The vertical polarization is essential to reduce
reflection loss from the prism faces and for better extraction
efficiency from the Transversely pumped amplifiers
The input beam was taken from a narrowband GIG Rh 6G dye
oscillator. The divergence of this beam was measured in the
horizontal and the vertical planes to be 10 mrad and 4 mrad
respectively. The beam parameters were measured after the beam
shaping device. The beam diameter at the exit of the beam shaping
device was 6 mm and the divergence in the horizontal and vertical
directions was equal to 300 microrad.
The beam shaping system can provide magnification in the
vertical plane upto 7X for an incidence angle of 72° at the
entrance of the prism pair.
The reflection loss at this
magnification is about 10%.
2.1.8 CVL Pumped Dye Laser Oscillator
The GIG dye laser oscillator pulse was temporally stretched
to match the pulse duration of the amplifier pump pulse.
This
was achieved by stretching its pump beam ( the green beam of the
Cu40 ) from 50 nsec (FW) to 70 nsec (FW).
The output
characteristics of the GIG oscillator, such as the bandwidth,
palse dmractioia, ASK and -tuning range wer» Measured and cowpared
with the case when the oscillator is pumped by the unstretched
CVL beam.
The pump power was kept the same (3w) in both cases.
The time averaged bandwidth reduced, from 0.08 cm-i (FWHM) for
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the unatretched pulse to 0.06 cm-i (FWHM) for the stretched case
and the energy conversion efficiency increased from 8% to 10%.
The dye laser pulses were stretched from 23 ns to 42 ns (FW).
The tuning range of the stretched pulses was 559-606 nm (47 nm)
as compared to 560-597 nm (37nm) for the unstretched caae.
2.1.9 Computer Controlled
Dye Laser Tuning.

Geared-down Stepper Motor System for

Tunable dye lasers are versatile tools for applications in
photochemistry,
spectroscopy, cluster physics, environmental
sciences,
ultra purification
of
materials,
ultra
trace
analysis etc.
Spectral linewidth combined with wavelength
tunability and its possible control determine
the
actual
potential of the laser in specific applications. Tuning the dye
laser wavelength involves precision movement of one or two
optical elements in the dye laser cavity.
In our indigenously developed dye laser, tuning is achieved
by the rotation of a drum holding the tuning mirror. Using a fine
quality lead screw of pitch 0.5mm and a stepper motor of 200
step/revolution,
a linear translation of only 2.5 urn/step
corresponding to 10 GHz/step can be achieved. It is, however,
desirable to have a tuning capability within a fraction of the
laser linewidth (2.5 GHz) implying precision movement capability
in submicron range.
We have built a nanopositioner to tune the wavelength of the
dye laser made in the laboratory. This involves the use of a
precision lead screw driven through a reduction gear by a stepper
motor. With a reduction ratio 50, a step size resolution of 50
nanometer was obtained which corresponds to a wavelength change
of 0.2 GHz. Each position of this nanopositioner corresponds to a
dye laser wavelength. Thus, it is possible to calibrate the
position in terms of wavelength. With the aid of a PC, saveral
dye lasers of this type can be tuned remotely thus simplifying
the operation of a complex experiment using more than one dye
laser simultaneously.
These nanopositioners'when suitably adapted, can be useful
in several other applications. Some of the potential applications
could be in precise and controlled movement of laser optical
components,
material processing using
laser
beams,
cell
engineering in molecular biology etc.
2.2 GAS LASERS
The Gas Laser Section is engaged in research and development
activities related to different types of discharge pumped gas
lasers which provide sources of coherent radiation in near u.v.,
visible
and infrared regions of the spectrum.
The broad
objectives of the work may be stated as
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i) Study of fundamental physical procesres leading to better
understanding of the devices under development.
ii) Development of laboratory models and their technological
u^gradation to user grade prototype.
Although a large demand exists for various laser sources yet
the activities are limited to a narrow area in view of the
limited resources available. During the period under report the
activities were related to the two areas namely CO2 Laser Systems
and Argon Ion Lasers.
High Power CW CO2 Lasers working at power levels 0.5-2KW
have secured a major role in industrial material processing
applications in high-tech fields including nuclear industry. The
basic constraint on the output power capabilities of these lasers
is the removal of waste heat produced along with the laser power.
In so called Fast-Flow CO2 lasers the heat is convected away by
the fast flowing gas mixture. Such lasers offer a number of
advantages like design simplicity, scalability and compatibility
with commonly available electrical power sources. The axial flow
of the lasing mixture ensures high beam quality of the laser beam
which is essential for precisely controlled operations. The
Section has a programme for development of a 2-KW Fast Axial Flow
CW CO2 Laser.
An electron beam source capable of providing high energy
electrons over a cross sectional area of approximately 10 x 100
cm2 was described in previous report BARC/1992/P/001. It was
incorporated as a preionising source in an atmospheric C02 Laser
system to successfully commission an electron beam controlled CO2
laser (BARC/1993/P/004). It is planned to use this system as an
amplifier in a oscillator amplifier system to build a CO2 laser
tunable over the 9-11 pirn wavelength range. The electron beam
source can also be utilized as a preionizer for Bare Gas Halide
exciraer lasers.
With advances made in IR multiphoton Absorption Spectroscopy
& allied field of isotopically selective multiphoton dissociation
of polyatomic molecules CO2
lasers
have
acquired
added
importance. Tunable TEA CO2 laser provide discrete lines in the
9-11 urn wavelength regions. Efforts aimed at developing tunable
medium rep. rate CO2 lasers capable of giving output energies of
a few joules per pulse at repetition rates of ~ 50 Hz are being
made.
Argon Ion lasers operate on multiple wavelengths in blue
green as well as near u.v. region of the spectrum and serve as
useful tools in the field of fundamental research in sciences.
The areas wherein they are directly used as radiation sources
include Raman Spectroscopy, Interferometry, holography, Doppler
Velocimetry, Opthalmology and fluorescent sorting of cells etc.
They have been widely used to pumps tunable CW dye lasers which
have narrow line width and high frequency stability because of
the steady nature of the pump beam. Recently they have been used
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to pump front line solid state Ti:Sapphire lasers. The section
has a programme for making a laboratory- model of 1 0 watt
multiline laser and an engineered prototype of 3 watt flowing gas
laser. The endeavours primarily aim- at meeting the requirements
of Argon Ion lasers by various units of B.A.R.C. A brief
description of the work carried in various areas mentioned above
follows.
2.2.1 Fast Axial Flow CW CO2 Laser
One arm of the 4 arm 2 KW axial fast flow CW CO2 laser
system was indigenously designed fabricated and commissioned as
reported in Divisional Annual Report BARC/1992/P/001. This laser
provided an output power of upto 500 W. Later on the laser was
dismantled and shifted to another location and reassembled. On
reassembly the out power of the laser measured 200 watts. In
order to improve the power, alignment of the dummy glass tube
with respect to the laser tube was corrected. Besides, new ZnSe
optics was fitted, the copper cathode was machined to remove the
oxide layer and all the metallic ducts that form the gas
circulation loop were cleaned to remove oil layer deposited on
them. Also a new resistor stack making up the ballast resistance
was fitted to the power supply. With these modifications the
laser output power was raised to its original level.
Observation of the emission spectrum of the laser revealed
that multiline operation, in the absence of fast flow, was
possible by providing strong feed back on low gain lines. This is
due to a non uniform longitudinal distribution of inverted
population density. However, this effect was not observed when
the fast flow was on as it smoothens out longitudinal gain
distribution.
Efforts are now on to scale up the laser power by adding
another arm of the laser optically in series with the existing
one.
Components
for
the whole system were designed and
procurement of certain critical components such as roots pump
(Sth = 6000 n>3/hr), high voltage power supply, vacuum components
and metallic mirrors are in progress. Other components such as
laser table, ZnSe optics,and discharge tube have already been
procured. In order to simultaneously strike discharge in two arms
of the laser, fast switching time (< 1 jis) SCRs have been
procured, tested and a stack of these SCRs is being made.
To carry out the material processing experiments, a rotary
stage with supported flat platform was designed and fabricated.
This was mounted on a linear stage of 30 cm span, driven by a
geared down DC motor with manual speed control mechanism. A
conical lens holder with gas flush nozzle was mounted above the
work station. Inert gas at high pressure is flown to protect the
focusing lens and also to assist in cutting or welding.
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The existing one limb laser system was used to study
microdrilling in different materials like carbon steel, stainless
steel, teflon and alumina. Fine holes in the range of 200 to 400
micron size were drilled in 2 mm thick steel sheet in inert
atmosphere using a convex ZnSe lens of 10 cm focal length.
2.2.2 Electron Beam Controlled C02 Laser System
The electron beam controlled CO2 laser
was
operated
successfully- in the oscillator mode using unstable resonator. The
resonator consists of a gold coated concave mirror 75 mm in
diameter with 6 meter radius of curvature and another gold coated
convex mirror with 2 meters radius of curvature and 25 mm in
diameter. The optical cavity length was 210 cm. Both the mirrors
used in the optical cavity were made in our laboratory. The laser
output energy was measured to be 20 Joules per pulse. The laser
pulse width was of the order of 4 us HMFW. The laser burn pattern
was of annual ring in shape. Further progress was hampered due to
breakdown of the vacuum system which consists of a Turbomolecular
pump backed by a rotary pump. An alternative vacuum system based
on sputter ion pump has been designed and is under fabrication.
2.2.3 Tunable TEA CO2 Laser
It is proposed to build an oscillator cum amplifier system
to generate tunable CO2 laser output energy of the order of 10
Joules per pulse in 9-11 urn wavelength range. Electron beam
controlled laser will be used in amplifier mode to amplify the
low energy pulses produced by the tunable TEA C02 laser operating
in oscillator mode. For this purpose a tunable U.V. preionized
TEA CO2 oscillator has been designed, fabricated and assembled.
It consists of a aluminium Chang profiled upper electrode having
dimension of 60 cm x 10 cm x 4 cm and a Al perforated lower
electrode with rounded edges. Below the perforated electrode is
the U.V. source for preionising the CO2 gas mixture. The gap
between the upper electrode and lower electrode can be varied
from 1 cm to 5 cm. The electrodes assembly is enclosed in a 100
cm x 30 cm x 20 cm perspex box.
A two stage Marx Bank generator has been designed to
energize the main discharge. It produces 80-KV 3 us pulses.
Another electronic circuit has been developed to produce 25KV-2
us pulses. It will be used to energize the U.V. preionising
source. The circuits for synchronising the main discharge pulse
with preionising pulse are being fabricated.
2.2.4 High Repetition Rate of A Rotating Dielectric Spark Gap.
2 KW power has been switched by means of a spark gap at 300
Hz pulse repetition rate (prf) by rotating a suitably configured
dielectric plate between gap electrodes. At such high repetition
rates, thyratrons are generally used. They are expensive and have
limited life which is a major concern from view point of economy.
Of late,
thyratrons are being replaced by all-soli''-state
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<sxciter3 which also suffer from several undesirable features,
such as bulk and poor pumping efficiency.
A top view of the rotating disc which constitutes the moving
part of the rotating dielectric spark gap has been shown in
Fig.2.2.1. The dielectric plate is a circular nylon disc of
diameter 19 cm with twelve equispaced holes, each of diameter 1.8
cm, drilled along the perimeter of a circle at a radial distance
of 8.2 cm. By mounting the disc on a motor it could be rotated
between the electrodes of the spark gap in such a way that the
holes pass symmetrically through the gap between the electrodes.
Such movement of the dielectric, disc physically removes the
discharge products detrimental to high repetition rate operation.
With this spark gap we have been able to switch 2KW power at 300
Hz prf into a dummy load that resembled a typical C02 laser load.
Continuous operation made the spark gap electrodes considerably
hot, the cooling of which was achieved by the judicious placement
of nylon fins on top of the dielectric plate as shown in
Fig.2.2.1.
In the first set of experiments the spark gap was operated
in over voltage mode. The time taken by the moving disc to travel
the distance between two adjacent holes was always more than the
charging time constant. Therefore each time a hole comes between
the spark gap electrodes, it switches a 20 nF condenser to
discharge into the load. At low prf (upto 50 Hz) the spark gap
performed satisfactorily in terms of jitter. With increasing
repetition rate, however, the performance deteriorated as the
time available for charging reduces causing the spark gap to
break into conduction at different locations with respect to the
passing holes.
More
reliable operation at high prf was obtained by
operating the spark gap in triggered mode which was achieved by
mounting a LED and a photo transistor, face to face, in such a
way that whenever a hole passes between them another hole also
passes between the electrodes of the spark gap. At every such
coincidence, the detector receives light from the emitter and the
corresponding signal after current amplification is fed to the
gate of an SCR, which then switches causing the trigger pulse to
arrive at the spark gap (Fig.2.2.2). In this operation there was
almost no shot to shot fluctuation as can be ascertained from
Fig.2.2.3 which shows few charging and discharging waveforms at
300 Hz prf.
When the condenser was charged through an inductance (dc
resonant charging) for
achieving
better
efficiency,
the
dielectric was found to catch fire and the charging of the
condenser was extremely slow. This is because the short circuit
current that flows through the power supply following a discharge
can rise alarmingly within the time a hole would take to pass
completely through the gap of the electrodes. When this flow of
current is blocked by the dielectric, the energy stored in the
inductance appears in the switch causing the dielectric to catch
fire. While this happens the switch does not really go into the
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nonconducting state and the condenser receives charge at a very
slow rate. We ov&rcame -this by introducing in the charging loop
another spark gap, between the electrodes of which the same
dielectric rotates (Fig.2.2.4). The two spark gaps are so
positioned that a hole does not appear between their electrodes
simultaneously. When a hole comes between the electrodes of a
charging switch, the condenser would, be charged and as it moves
away, the power supply would be virtually cut off. The condenser
would retain the charge 3until another hole appears in the
discharge spark gap. In this configuration we have been able to
operate the spark at a maximum repetition rate of 200 Hz.
2.2.5 Suppression Of Chaos In Modulated Lasers
Presently an avalanche of activity is taking place towards
finding ways of controlling chaos in many systems by means of
various external or internal manipulations. The occurrence of
chaos has been controlled for the first time in a non-autonomous
laser system.
In order to possess a strange attractor, a system, besides
being non linear, should also have sufficiently large phase
space. The Maxwell-Bloch equations describing a single mode
homogeneously broadened laser satisfy these conditions and,
therefore, can yield chaotic solution under certain parametric
conditions. Most of the practical lasers, wherein, one or more of
the variables relax much faster than the rest, would not as such
destabilise their emission unless the phase space dimension is
restored by making them non-autonomous. Temporal modulations of a
parameter, such as loss, gain or frequency, has been found to be
an effective way of achieving this and needless to say, has
attracted considerable attention in this regard for the last few
years. However, growing technological applications of these
lasers demand their operation "always outside the instability
region. We show that a modulated laser, which has run into chaos,
could be made to emit orderly by simply adding a second very weak
periodic modulation. The amplitude of this second modulation is
significantly smaller compared to that of the primary modulation
and, therefore, would not as such influence the performance of
the modulated laser.
The Maxwell-Bloch
broadened laser,
for
eliminated, viz.
I
D

equations of a single mode homogeneously
which polarization
is
adiabatically

= 2 1 [K»AD/(1+ 62) - K]
= x [1 - D - DI/(1+ 62)]

..(1)
..(2)

(where D and I are normalized variables for the population
difference and laser intensity with their respective decay rates
and Ko, A is the laser pump rate and 6 is the detuning between
the cavity and the resonant frequency) can possess a strange
attractor only when the phase space dimension is enlarged by say
modulating the loss of the laser as
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K(t) = Ke [1 + m Cos(wmt)]
where m and wm are respectively
modulation.

the

depth

and

..(3)
frequency of

We have numerically integrated the equations 1, 2 and 3
using a Runge-Kutta routine and found that the emission of laser
culminates into chaos via a period doubling route with the use of
'ra' as the control parameter (Fig.2.2.5, traces a to e; wm = 400
KHz). In order to suppress chaos in the system, we next added a
second weak sinusoidal modulation so that eqn.3 now assumes the
following form
K(t) = KG [1 + m cos(wmt) + n cos(wnt)]

(n << m)

..(4)

When we solve equations 1 and 2, now in conjunction with
equation 4, stable emission follows the chaotic one in the form
of periodic limit cycles with increasing n (Fig.2.2.5, traces f
to h; wn = .5 wm). Windows of such periodic behaviour embedded in
the chaotic regime is not uncommon in non linear dynamics. Beyond
a certain value of n, once again the emission becomes chaotic.
We have achieved suppression of chaotic emission from a
single mode loss modulated laser also by adding a secondary
modulation
of appropriate frequency and depth on gain or
frequency. The secondary modulation occurring on gain is found to
be most effective in recovering order in this system. Regular
emission is always found to be recovered through even periodic
orbits, the existence of which has been studied over a wide range
of parameters.
2.2.6 Development of Engineered Model of 3 Watt Argon Ion Laser.
An demountable plasma tube shown schematically in Fig.2.2.6
having Bariated Tungsten matrix cathode and tungsten plasma
confining electrodes was used for study of its
discharge
characteristics. Discharge stability was tested with different
discharge lengths and spacers of different widths. Tungsten discs
were used in place of graphite discs to minimize powdering
problems associated with discharge. Behaviour of discharge at
different magnetic fields and pressure was
studied.
Heat
dissipation efficiency was improved by increasing the flow rate
of water by means of a booster pump. To maintain purity of Argon
gas copper tube was used in the flow line. Final optical
alignment with brewster window ends using a concave mirror and a
Littrow was completed and laser action was tried in the system.
Recently CW laser action has- been achieved for the first
time in the 3W-Argon ion laser system described above.
2.2.7 Development of 10 watt Argon Ion Laser
The construction and operation of the experimental discharge
tube used for studying the electrical characteristics of Argon
30
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'Progression of Llio periodic emission of a loss modulated
laser into chaos following a period doubling route with the use
of modulation depth (m) as a control parameter (traces a to e)
and then eventual reappearence of periodicity with the use of the
depth (n) of a second week modulation as a control parameter
(Lrnces f to h). Trace a-period T, m = 0.0035, N = 0.0; Trace b,
period JIT, m = 0.0063, N = 0.0; Trace c, period 4T, m = 0.0208, N
r. 0.0; Trace d, period OT, m = 0.0213, U - 0.0; Trace e, Chaos, m
= 0.025, N - 0.0; Tran* f, period 6T, m = 0.025, N = 0.00195;
Trace g, period 4T, in = 0.025, N = 0.0(317; Trace h, period 2T, m
- 0.025, N - 0.0027.
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gas were described in previous report BARC/1993/P/004. The power
fed -to the electrical discharge was increased to above 10 KW at
20 Ampere. At this power level, (the instability in plasma led to
the development of an arc spot at the water cooled anode, which
resulted in puncturing the anode. The resultant leakage of the
water damaged the tube. A major over hauling of the plasma tube
was under taken. The water cooled anode was replaced with a
conductively cooled Molybdenum anode. During experimental work,
deposition of an organic layer was noticed in the anode area. Its
origin was traced to the contamination produced by rubber tubes
in the plumbing line. The problem was solved by incorporating a
new plumbing line made of materials sans rubber.
The experimental results indicate that the gas impurities in
the feed gas (Argon) can have dejetrious effects on the discharge
quality. For example impurities like 02 & H2O when present at
levels exceeding 100 ppm not only increase the striking voltage
but also reduce the discharge current significantly for a given
voltage drop across the tube.
Efforts to increase the power fed to the discharge
»ere
continued. The V.I. characteristics measured for the experimental
tube are shown in Fig.2.2.7. It is clearly seen the discharge
displays -ve resistance and +ve resistance at lower & higher
currents respectively. These measurements will be helpful in
designing the electric power supply for the laser tube.
2.3 LASER APPLICATIONS

i
r

A number of laser
applications
in
the
fields
of
photochemistry, spectroscopy and other industrial applications
have been studied.
,
2.3.1 Laser Photochemistry
The laser photochemistry ,group is actively engaged in
developing indigenously viable
R & D option for successful
separation of carbon-13 and hydrogen isotopes by selective
photochemical methods. To provide a basis of comparison and to
set realistic goals for their economic exploitation, a general
morphology of these processes Ifas been worked out. The overall
separation process, from a convenient source of the desired
isotope to the final isotopiaally enriched product, can be
divided into three broad areas oi basic research. They are (i)
preparation
of
"working
molecule"
and its spectroscopic
characterization like absorption features, isotope shift etc.
(ii) selective excitation requiring sound knowledge of optical
selectivity, transition strength, life time,, energy transfer
rates via V-V, V-T relaxation etc. and (iii) chemical change
involving detailed aspects of /photodissociation and chemical
reaction i.e., quantum yield, reaction channels, production of
radicals and capturing them with scavengers, requirement of inert
buffer gas etc. During 1993, Molecular Isotopic Photochemistry
Section has made important contributions in some of these areas.
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VOLTAGE ACROSS THE TUBE (VOLTS)

a. Carhon-13 Enrichment bv IR Laser Chamlatrv
Significant work is being carried out. in the area ol Laser
Isotope Separation (LIS) of Carbon-13. Carbon-13 is an isotope of
carbon (natural abundance : 1.1%) which has wide range of
applications as a tracer in medicine, chemistry, life and
environmental sciences.
An optimistic projection of a hundredfold increase in present world market (a few kg/year of 90% C-13)
is anticipated. In view of the medical and other applications in
DAE like high resolution spectroscopy, catalysis work etc.,
research on LIS techniques for C-13 enrichment is being pursued.
Isotope-selective, infrared multiple photon dissociation (ISMPD)
techniques with several halogenated methanes using pulsed carbon
dioxide (C02) laser have been developed. An energy-efficient and
practical method was found for the production of Carbon-13 on
laboratory scale using two schemes. Scheme A is aimed at
producing >. 90% enrichment using a two-stage procedure, while
scheme B is suited for a moderate (~ 50%) enrichment level in a
single stage.
In scheme A, the first stage involved irradiation of 4:1
mixture of chlorine and bromotrifluoromethane (Freon - 13B1) of
natural isotopic composition with 4.5 J cm-2, 1035.5 car* CO2
laser in
a
20.6
litre
photoreactor.
This
produced
chlorotrifluoromethane
(Freon-13) enriched to about 40k in C-13.
This material, isolated from the residual reactants, was further
processed in presence of bromine using 1.7 J cm-2, 1057.3 cn-i
CO2 laser.
The final product obtained was Freon -13B1 with 90%
C-13
enrichment . and
was
recovered
by
preparative gas
chromatography (Fig. 2.3.1).
In scheme B, IRMPD of chlorodifluormethane (Freon-22) was
carried out using 4.5 J cm-2,
1046.8 cm"1 CO2 laser to obtain a
product tetrafluoroethylene with C-13 enrichment of about 40% in
a single stage.
All studies were made with a 100 ns pulse width
TEA C02 laser having an average power of about 0.5 W.
The
enriched product molecules were successfully converted into 13carbon dioxide for further applications.
A direct comparison between two schemes was made with
respect to decomposition extent, enrichment level and energy
absorption, keeping extraneous factors such as laser, its pulse
width, cell, irradiation geometry etc. the same.
The halogen
scavenged Freon-13B1 system requires lower fluence compared to
that of Freon-22. Overall throughput for a product with 60-65% C13 content in a single stage is the same for both systems
requiring
a similar amount of energy.
The preliminary
measurements also showed that LIS processes could be competitive
with the existing process of cryogenic distillation (at -205*C)
of carbon monoxide. However at lower enrichment levels, Freon-22
system is more attractive in terms of both product yield and
energy consumption.
The research data so far obtained is
sufficient to enable a meaningful economic evaluation to be aade
of the LIS process for production of C-13. From these studies,
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one can project production rates of 10 mg/hour of C-13 at 90%
level by scheme (A) and 125mg/hour at 40% level by scheme (B)
using a pulsed C02 laser of average power of 100 W.
b. IR Laser Chemistry of CHFa-CI2 System
IR laser chemistry of CHFa was investigated in both neat
form and in the presence of chlorine scavenger for
C-13
enrichment. Infrared multiple photodissociation of CHF» is an
order of magnitude more efficient in the scavenged system
compared to the neat case. The photolysis of CHF3/CI2 mixture
resulted in two products viz. CF3CI2 and C2F4CI2, but with
different enrichment factors. The mechanism for the enhanced MPD
yield is suggested on the basis of the enrichment factors and
yields of the two products. The parametric studies showed that
C2F4CI2 arises due to MPD of CF2CI2 in secondary photolysis at
the same laser wavelength. The enrichment in C2F4CI2 could be
further improved by appropriate choice of mixture composition,
laser frequency and the extent of photolytic conversion.
The
potentiality of CHFs/Cla system for C-13 enrichment appears to be
limited in view of the relatively higher fluence ( = 10 J cm" 2 )
requirement compared to other halocarbon system.
c. UV and IR Laser Chemistry of CnF2n + iI (n=1.2) with ffi
In continuation of our effort in separation of hydrogen
isotopes
in
contaminated
reactor
heavy water,
we have
investigated the synthesis of C2F5H molecule.
This molecule is
an attractive working system and next higher homologue of CFaH.
We have attempted three-pronged approach: one chemical and
two photochemical routes. Direct chemical reduction with lithium
aluminium hydride (LiAlH*) resulted in complicated
reactions
which requires more careful experimentation.
Next uv and ir
laser induced chemistry were applied to direct the synthesis via
radical bimolecular reactions in gas phase. We have been able to
synthesize the halogenated hydrocarbons of the type CnFsn+iH
(n=l,2) by the hydrogen abstraction reaction in the mixtures of
CnF2n+iI and H2. The products were quantitatively analysed by IR
spectrometry and temperature-programmed gas chromatography.
The
photolysis product distribution using different experimental
parameters were obtained.
The difference between the product
distribution in IRMPD and UV photolysis has been explained in
terms of various competing rate constants and the concent vtion
of the perfluoroalkyl radicals generated in the irradiated
volume.
The relative yields of the different products are given
in Table 2.3.1. The role of vibrational and translational energy
in the product distribution was also assessed in this study.
In conclusion , we have demonstrated that halodydrocarbons
can be synthesized by IRMPD or excimer laser induced chemistry
of CnF2n + i I/H2 mixtures. The product distribution in either case
can be tailored by judiciously choosing the laser fluence,
substrate pressure and substrate /H2 composition.
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TABLE 2.3.1
Product Distribution from IRMPD of 10 torr C2F5I with Ha Mixtures

Irradiated at 925.06 cm-1 for 800 Pulses of Pulse Energy 1.4J.
Production/Dissociation Rate ( 10-e mole pulse- » )
H2 Pressure
(in torr)
0
50
80

120

C2F5 I

CFal

14. 1 1,.5
7. 9 0. 40
6. 1
4. 5

0..35
0. 23

CF3H

C2F5H

0..72 1.15
0..46 0.97
0. 27 0.63

C2 F4

3.6
1.4
0. 83
0. 44

CsFe

C4F10

1. 9
2. 3
0. 18 0. 55
0. 09 0. 31
0.04 0. 15

3..0
1.2
0. 82

C2 F« I

0. 46

d. IRMPD Studies on CF3CHBrCl
2-bromo-2-chloro-l,1,1-trifluoroethane
(BCTEE)
is
a
potential working molecule for LIS of hydrogen isotopes. Work on
IRMPD of the compound has been initiated in collaboration with
Chemistry Division, 6ARC.
Previously a cw CO2laser induced
pyrolysis and collision induced photodissociation of BCTEE with a
sensitizer have been reported.
In the present investigation, we
have studied the direct photodissociation using a pulsed CO2
laser.
During the process, a strong visible emission (350-700
nm) (See Fig.2.3.2) and infrared fluorescence (IRF at 3.7, 4.4 5.4 Mm ) were observed (Fig.2.3.3).
BCTEE was irradiated by focused 9R(40) line of a pulsed CO2
laser in a 250 cm3 cell equipped with four windows.
Apart from
monitoring the IRF and visible emission,
the progress of
dissociation and the stable photoproducts were characterized by
gas chromatography(GC) and GCMS techniques.
On irradiation,
BCTEE underwent dissociation yielding CF2=CFH as major and C2F4,
CF3Br and C3Fe as minor stable photoproducts.
The yield of
higher molecular weight products (C-4) was negligibly small.
A
dissociation scheme was proposed to explain the results, where
vibrationally excited products HBr and CFa=CFCl gave rise to IRF
while visible emission could be attributed to electronically
excited carbenes like :CFC1 and :C(CF3)C1.
Further experiments
for better understanding of the reaction mechanism and measuring
the isotopic selectivity of the process are in progress.
e. IRMPD in Waveguide Photoreactor
To improve the dissociation yield in the MPD experiments,
waveguide
reactor
was
employed 'in place of conventional
cylindrical photolysis cell.
The guide is generally a hollow
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dielectric in which guiding region has a lower refractive index
-than the surrounding medium and the wave guiding takes place
owing to total internal reflection at the dielectric surface.
We fabricated such WG reactor from 50cm long, 2.6cm i.d.
pyrex tube with funneled inlet and outlet for working below the
damage threshold of the window material. Qualities of the WG for
transmitting
high
energy
focused
CO2
laser
beam were
theoretically computed and the appropriate condition in which the
laser beam can be effectively coupled into and transmitted
through WG reactor were worked out. Using SF$ and CFaBr.two well
studied systems, the WG performance was checked and it was found
that the dissociation yield could be improved by a factor of 510.
With this satisfactorily improved performance of the WG
reactor, we could carry out isotope-selective experiment in CF3H
system and could measure the selectivity factor accurately.
To demonstrate the feasibility with available lasers we
arrived at a working WG reactor of 3-4mm id, 4-5m long module of
material (substrate and coating) compatible with the photoproduct
HF. The WG should have a good dimensional tolerance, internal
surface finish to have a high degree of reflectance.
The tube
should be straight and free of any microbend.
Choice was made
for internal surface coating with gold on copper tube with
barrier nickel coating.
The relevant material processing
techniques were evaluated and 4-5 reduction drawing of a Cu tube
with highly polished dies and floating plugs were decided upon.
The drawing trial were done in collaboration with Fuel Assembly
Section, AFD.
The tungsten carbide plugs and dies were made
according to our specifications by a vendor.
Various diameter
copper tubes have been drawn and are being tested for the
transmission with CO2 laser.
The initial experience on working
with such WG reactor in flow configuration was planned on a
simpler and well studied system of CF2HCI for C-13 enrichment.
The metal WG reactor was assembled in a flow loop.
The
necessary components like window, sections (inlet and outlet
side), the mass flowmeter attachment, gas flow circuit and
collection
vessel
have
been fabricated.
The necessary
modification of the optical bench on which the WG reactor will be
mounted was carried out.
The whole assembly was vacuum tested
with a helium leak detector.
Before embarking on flow system, it was planned to check our
earlier experimental data in normal cell and WG reactor under
static condition.
This was felt essential because, for a flow
system, we require a large feed rate and hence feed material
produced indigenously by M/s. Navin Fluorine industries (61 kg
cylinder) was used.
The feed material CF2HCI was first checked
for its purity by gas chromatography and was found to be free of
C2F4 .
Few preliminary IRMPD experiments were carried out in static
batch configuration in conventional and wave guide reactor.
Various optics (lenses of focal length 50 & 100 cm) and beam
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quality (TEM00 and uniform) were tried.
Irradiating 50 Torr
CF2HCI with 9P(22) line (focal fluence = 3 J cm-2 ) we could get
about 40% C-13 enriched C2F4 in conventional cell.
However, in
WG static runs we obtained a poor selectivity under similar
condition.
The selectivity could be improved by using lower
focal fluence 1.5-2 J cm-2 where we achieved about 47% C-13
enrichment.
The apparent difference in two type of reactors is
being investigated carefully.
f. Theoretical Modeling of IRMPft
Theoretical evaluation of quantum yield and photoproduct
yield in IRMPD process was undertaken. A model was constructed
which considers the minority isotope photoproduct yield and the
number of photon required per unit product for isotope separation
by a gaussian laser beam. Under most experimental conditions,
these parameters could be optimized if the peak central fluence
is about twice the saturation fluence requirement for the
investigated system. The quantum yield and photoproduct yield
were then found to be about half that attainable if the same
laser energy were instead delivered by a beam with a flat
transverse profile.
Analytical expressions were worked out for focused as well
as unfocussed parallel laser beam geometries. Computer evaluation
of the analytical expression is being carried out to get the
working dimensions of a wave guide reactor.
g. Medium Rep.Rate CO2 Laser
It was planned to make a pulsed CO2 laser for various
photochemical investigations.
The specifications were decided
for a grating tuned 1 J per pulse at a rep rate of 50 Hz.
The
design and fabrication of the electrodes, the laser cavity and
the heat exchanger will be taken up separately. The heat
exchanger will be procured through ,TSD expertise. The design and
fabrication of the electrodes will be taken up soon. Few
manufacturers were contacted to explore the possibility of
procuring the laser power supply.
h. TEA CO2 Laser Beam Profile Monitor
Evaluation of any isotope separation experiment using laser
chemistry requires an accurate characterization and optimization
of both quantum yield and net yield of the process. We have found
through
our various experiments that these quantities are
sensitive to the laser fluence (and intensity) and to the
transverse beam profile i.e. gaussian or uniform. Therefore, it
has necessitated us to develop an elegant but simple device for
monitoring CO2 laser beam profile utilizing a thermocouple as the
sensing element.
A very thin (100 urn ) thermocouple tip sensed the beam and
the resulting output was amplified (X100) and fed on to the Y-

channel of a recorder.
The transverse location of the tip was
manipulated through a variable resistor contact mounted on a
translational stage. The voltage drop (source : 9V) across the
resistor between one fixed end and the detector's position was
fed to the X-channel of the recorder.
The actual distance
traversed by the tip across the beam can accurately be found out
from the calibrated resistor.
The'detector mounting had the
provision to be manipulated in vertical direction as well to map
out the intensity distribution over the whole beam area.
Typically a CO2 laser beam having 8 J cm-2 fluence developed
about
100 mV signal from the thermocouple,
Preliminary
measurements using this device have yielded satisfactory results
both in focused and unfocussed beam.
We could also measure the
TEMee and multimode output of the CO2 laser depending
on the
experimental arrangement. By measuring the 1/e2 of the central
value for a gaussian beam one can determine the beam size quite
accurately.
The transverse beam profile measurements will be
very helpful to optimize the transmission of laser beam through
the waveguide photochemical reactor to be used in our future
experiments.
i. Preparative Chemistry
Preparation of Anhydrous HI
Anhydrous hydroiodic acid is an useful reagent for carbon
isotope separation by selective laser chemistry and also can be
used to prepare new alkanes required for hydrogen isotopes
separation studies.
The basic chemistry involves reaction of
tetralin with iodine under reluxing condition at about 200° C.
The distillation column, various traps and HI collection vessel
were designed, fabricated and assembled inside a fume-hood.
The product (about 30 Torr-litre) obtained was further
purified from any residual iodine by cryogenic distillation using
n-pentane slush bath at -125°C. It was characterized using UVvisible and IR spectrometry.
However storing of anhydrous HI
seemed to be difficult, as HI reacts towards even mild oxidizing
agents like water vapour, oxygen etc.
Synthesis of CaFsB
We have investigated various routes for synthesis
of
pentafluoroethane (C2F5H). Pure C2F5H was obtained by preparative
gas chroroatography using a combination of Porapak-Q and -T
columns from IRMPD and excimer laser chemistry of CzV5I/H2
mixtures.
However, this procedure was found to be tedious and
also the net yield was poor. Therefore we undertook a chemical
synthesis route in which C2F5I in alcoholic KOH was heated to a
controlled temperature of 60°C for 12 hours taking utmost care.
The product C2F5H was separated from the reaction mixture by
cryogenic method using slush bath.
We could obtain about 100
Torr C2F5H in a 0.2 litre reaction vessel.
The characterization
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of the sample using FTIR spectrometry is in progress.
2.3.2 Laser Spectroscopy
a. High Resolution Infrared Laser Spectroscopy in
Supersonic Jets.
Gas dynamic expansion coupled with very high resolution
infrared lasers provide an extremely powerful technique for
unraveling the complex spectral features of large polyatomic
molecules. This becomes possible because free jet expansion leads
to extensive cooling of isolated molecules and thus minimizing
the thermal population of the low lying rotational-vibrational
levels. The technique of free jet expansion has also been widely
employed as an universal source for the generation of exotic
species commonly known as 'clusters'.
Clusters are often
described as the 'fifth state' of matter, having properties
different from gas phase and condensed phase. Further, they can
provide important link to the understanding of the transition
from gas phase to condensed phase.
In the spectroscopic studies section, we designed and
fabricated a supersonic nozzle beam source and carried out high
resolution spectroscopy on a number of molecules like SF6, NHa
etc. using a semiconductor diode laser (SDL). For SF6 in argon
carrier gas rotational temperature as low as 4 K was achieved and
it was possible to resolve all the band heads of the Q-branch of
the V3 band of SF6.
Prevalent low temperature and high number density in the jet
provide a convenient medium for cluster formation.
A plot of
experimentally determined relative number density vs stagnation
pressure for SF6 is shown in Fig 2.3.4. The deviation from the
straight line behaviour indicates loss of absorbing species due
to cluster formation. Vertical arrows on each curve indicate
condensation onset points. The onset data for SF6 was anal-zed in
terms of a trimer critical model.
The observed spectral profile in a jet is the convolution of
a number of local beam parameters eg. local temperature, local
velocity distribution,
jet profile,
local number density,
fractional condensation etc. In order to derive jet parameters
from spectral intensity and profile studies, we derived an
expression for the spectral profile and a computer programme to
simulate the profile. In Fig.2.3.5, the observed spectral profile
along with the simulated aQ(l,l) line of a y2-band of NHs is
shown. The central dip in the absorption profile is a measure of
the degree of condensation.
b. Resonance Ioniaation Spectroscopy
With the availability of a variety of lasers, particularly
tunable dye lasers of almost any given specification, resonance
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photoionization spectroscopy has evolved as a very important and
extremely powerful general purpose spectroscopic technique for
atoms and molecules.
Combination of
resonance
ionization
techniques with mass spectroscopic analysis has further widened
the scope of application of this technique to ultra trace
analysis, ultra purification of materials, isotope selective
photoionization spectroscopy, investigations on clusters etc.
Resonance ionization through multiple photon absorption can be
achieved by using one or more dye lasers.
Each one of these
techniques has its limitations in terms of analytical and
experimental complexity. Recent isotopic analyses of U/Pu mixture
from a reactor using a single dy« laser in Rh6G spectral range
could suppress isobaric interference. We- have, in our laboratory,
carried out resonance photoionization studies of refractory metal
atoms using copper vapour laser (CVL) pumped dye lasers.
A
typical experimental setup used for trace analysis using single
colour resonance ionization mass spectrometric (RIMS) technique
is shown in Fig. 2.3.6.
The S/N ratio attained for the most
intense resonance (Single colour three photon) ionization feature
is about 500.
The number density of atoms in the starting level
(ground) is 5x10? atoms/cm3 and the minimum detectable number of
atoms is "105. Our present experimental system allows only a
fraction of the atoms effusing from the oven to reach the laser
beam thus reducing the detection efficiencies. Similarly due to
the finite repetition rate of the pulsed dye lasers used and the
relatively high velocity of the atoms, all the atoms in the
interaction region do not see the laser pulse, which further
reduces the detection efficiency.
For the geometry of our
present experimental set up, we estimate the total detection
efficiency to be 10~ 6 . This implies that in a given sample, 1 0 "
atoms can be detected.
In principle subpicogram detection is
possible using existing experimental setup.
Resonant multistep photoionization spectroscopic studies of
refractory metal atoms were further continued using pulsed
multimode dye lasers.
c. Studies on Qptogalvanic Effects in Ba-Ar Hollow Cathode
For the sake of better understanding an optogalvanic (O.G.)
spectrum of Ba-Ar was studied as a prelude to the photoionization
work on Ba. Hollow cathode lamps provide a convenient source for
studying optogalvanic effects in metal vapours.
Here we briefly
report a study on Ba-Ar hollow cathode discharge (0.8 torr Ar,
10 K Ohm ballast and 60 mA Current ). The O.G. spectrum of Ba-Ar
was calibrated using another O.G. spectrum with many lines and is
well studied and understood.
The two spectra along with the
fringe
pattern of a precisely known etalon were recorded
simultaneously on the same chart recorder as the laser wavelength
was varied.
In the wavelength region covered, optogalvanic
spectrum of the standard metal showed seven strongly identified
features, which were used for the calibration of Ba-Ar, O.G.
Spectrum. A dye laser pumped by the second harmonic of the Nd-YAG
laser provided the variable wavelength. The Ba-Ar spectrum showed
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26 resonances in the wavelength ranee cover-'-d, 653.3 to 573.8 run.
Out of these, 21 peaks are from Ar and 2 were associated with the
well known transitions in Ea, namely (0-18060cm-i) & (9216-26816
cm-*)
while the remaining three resonances
observed
at
wavelength 554.55, 562.19 and 564.02 ntn are unidentified. It was
decided to use the identified transition at 18060 era-* for
resonance ionization study of Ba.
d. Two Step Resonance Photoionization of Ba
Barium is heated radiatively in a tungsten crucible and
vapour is allowed through a fine collimator to form an atomic
beam with 101® cm -3 density.
The second harmonic from the NdYAG laser was frequency mixed with its fundamental in a nonlinear crystal.
The resulting output consisted of all the three
harmonics, viz, 1064, 532 and 355 nm which were separated using a
prism. The second harmonic- was used to pump Rhodaroine 64 dye and
provides the tunable first wavelength \i . The third harmonic was
used as the second step \z at the fixed wavelength for the two
step photoionization of 6a atoms.' The ion signal was recorded on
a strip chart recorder along with the corresponding O.G. signal.
Fig.2.3.7 shows the recorded spectra.
The line width of Ai used for photoionization is 9 GHZ while
the isotope shifts as well as HFS of all the isotopes of Ba lie
within about 0.6 GHz frequency interval, it was expected that all
the isotopes of Ba will be simultaneously excited and ionized.
The time of flight spectrums of the photo ions photographed from
the oscilloscope screen did show five of the seven isotopes
representing about 99.8% of the total abundance.
Remaining two
isotopes corresponding to 0.1% abundance each could not be
resolved. The mass resolution of our (built inhouse) T.O.I-, setup
could be optimized to more than 750 which is sufficiently higher
than the earlier value of 220 on the same set- up. Tracing of the
time of flight spectrum as recorded on oscilloscope is given in
Fig.2.3.8.
2.3.3 Laser Industrial Applications
a. Study of Surface Roughness
The work initiated earlier to study and measure the surface
roughness of a plane surface using He-Ne Laser was continued. As
proposed earlier, some samples of polished surfaces were obtained
from optical workshop and experiments were conducted with these
samples. The intensity at specular angle was measured for
different
angles
of incidence and using these values of
intensities, the surface roughness of polished surfaces were
calculated. The results obtained are within + 15% of the values
measured using contact type of measuring instrument (surftest).
The problems associated with the earlier set up, like the
noise pick-up by amplifier stages and linear movement of photo
detector were removed. Further to improve the accuracy and
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automats the sst-up, following modifications have also been done
to the experimental set-up (Fig.2.3.9):
i)

ii)

iii)
iv)
v)

The photodiode and amplifier assembly has been mounted on a
circular disc which moves the assembly in a circular
direction, always keeping the photo-diode facing the exposed
surface of the sample. The sample is kept on a fixed disc.
The
rotating
disc and the disc carrying sample are
concentric. This arrangement enables the measurement of
scattered light along with the specularly reflected light.
Set-up for obtaining reference beam from the incident beam
has been arranged. This signal is required in the electronic
circuit developed for processing the signal due to reflected
beam from the target.
The final output signal from the processing card is now fed
to the personal computer (PC) through ADC card.
The disc carrying photodiode assembly is rotated using a
stepper motor which is now controlled by PC through a
digital 1/0 card.
Software programs in turbo ' C language have been developed
for controlling the stepper motor, reading the output of ADC
card, performing the required calculations and displaying
the output on PC in the form of graph of reflected intensity
v/s angular displacement of photodiode. (Fig.2.3.10).

After the above modification were done, experiments were
conducted with some available samples. The samples were polished
at divisional optical workshop. The roughness of these samples
were measured using 'surftest', a contact type of roughness
measurement instrument. Then on the existing set-up the same
samples were tested. The results obtained are accurate upto ±1535.
There was a lack of accuracy because the table on which sample is
mounted does not have precise marking of angles. A new rotating
disc is going to be mounted on which sample will be fixed. This
new table will enable the fine rotation of sample thus will help
in improving the accuracy and performing the experiment in
standard way. It is also proposed to acquire the machined
surfaces of standard roughness. This will help in verifying the
results for machined surfaces and
for
standardizing
the
experimental set-up.
b. Extended Range Laser Communicator
The work on this instrument was continued. The mechanical
chassis and optical components were fabricated in the divisional
workshop. Because of some job difficulties the optics design of
the receiver was altered. The electronic circuit modules for the
Laser transmitter, receiver, interface and power supply were
fixed and tested. The selected laser diodes, transmitter optics,
receiver optics, telescope were fixed and then optical alignment
was carried out in the lab. The instrument is ready for the field
trials.
c. Laser Dust Monitor
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The PCB of the receiver card was fabricated as per our
layout and circuit design. Assembly of the electronic circuits of
photo-coupler, amplifier, multiplexer, sample & hold, integrator
and display circuit were carried out and hei e been tested. The
transmitter using IR emitter has been designed,assembled and
tested. It has been modulated at around 2 KHZ. The overall design
of the chassis is being worked out which will incorporate all the
electronic modules and optics assembly. The coaxial plano-convex
lens will be used for transmitting the optical beam and for
receiving the scattered signal.
d. Laser Micro Drilling
A Nd:YAG Laser has been developed especially for laser micro
drilling work. In free running operation, this laser could
deliver a maximum of 400mJ in 200MS duration.
Using both this
laser and the existing ND'-glass 30J/300MS laser, well defined
micro holes of diameters ranging from 20um to 200um have been
drilled on nickel, stainless steel, aluminium, copper, inconel,
brass etc. The parametric studies made on microdrilling process
have been already reported in the earlier report. The following
jobs have been undertaken for various parties in and outside
BARC.
i) Laser drilled holes of diameter 100 urn were made on 100 jam
thick copper sheet and supplied to Chemistry Division, BARC.
ii) 100 to 150 Mm holes were made in large numbers on Inconel
plane sheets and supplied to High Pressure Physics Division.
iii) 100 um diameter holes were drilled in stainless steel and
nickel hollow pipes of 2.5 mm thickness and supplied to
IGCAR for their reactor leak simulation studies.
iv) In response to a request made by M/s. Control Print India
Ltd, an attempt has been made to make to array of microholes
of 100 urn diameter and separated by about 300 urn in 100 Mm
thick inconel foils to be used on their print head. The
trial was successful, however, the quality of microholes
needed improvement due to the deposition of molten material
along the periphery of the microholes. Work is being
continued to overcome this problem.
At present, design of a multielement focusing optics,
target assembly for precision mounting and
stepper
motor
controlled movement and optics for online viewing of jobs are
being carried out.
2.4 High Power NdtGlass Laser. Laser Produced Plasmas and Shocks
The development work including experimental studies and
optimization
of
various parameters in each of the major
activities undertaken by this group namely (1) A one joule/100
picosecond Nd:Glass Laser Amplifier Chain, (2) Diagnostics for
Shock Wave Studies (3) Laser microdrilling on targets, have been
continued during the year 1993. The details regarding the pl*n of
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action, approach and end use of these programmes have already
been described in the earlier reports (1992/93). The progress
made in each of these activities is given below.
2.4.1 IJ/100 psec Nd:Glass Laser
The schematic of the laser amplifier chain is given in
Fig.2.4.1. The progress in the development of the various
subsystems are described below.
a. Active-passive modelocked laser oscillator
The design, development and successful operation of this
master oscillator has already been reported in the annual report
92-93.
In order to improve the reliability of the oscillator
output, various parameters like modelocking, dye-concentration,
flashlamp input, RF input to acoustic modular and finally the
resonator length were optimized.
These parametric studies and
optimization works resulted in a well defined output train of
modelocked pulses lasting about 80 nanoseconds (FWHM) duration
with 7 to 8 single pulses.
Fig 2.4.2 (a) shows the pulse train
detected by a biplanar photodiode and Tektronix 7634 storage
oscilloscope with a combined rise time of 80 picosecond. Fig
2.4.2 (c) shows the photograph of
the
modelocked
train
superimposed on the flashlamp pulse. The optimum delay was
observed to be about 175 microseconds.
b. Single Pulse Switchout System
A double pass pulse selection system has been designed,
fabricated and successfully operated after the laser oscillator
This pulse switch out system consists of a glan polarizer, an
electrooptic modulator and a 100 % reflecting mirror. A 3.4 kv
(quarter wave voltage) pulse of about 10 ns (FWHM) duration is
applied to the Pockel's cell using an avalanche transistor
circuit which is triggered by a pin photodiode which receives a
small fraction of the modelocked pulse train. The glan polarizer
is aligned parallel to the incoming mode locked train. The laser
beam on traversing double pass through the Pockel's cell is now
orthogonally polarised and is therefore rejected by the glan
polarizer. Since the voltage on the Pockel's cell appears for 10
ns a single picosecond pulse from the modelocked train is
orthogonally polarized and switched out by the polarizer. Delay
between the first pulse of the modelocked train and voltage pulse
on the Pockel's cell is adjusted using neutral density filters in
front of the PIN diode and this is adjusted so that the
picosecond pulse at the centre of the modelocked train is
switched out. Reliability of this single pulse switch out —'stem
is found to be better than 90% and the duration of the single
switched out pulse is less than resolution limit of the detection
system (800 ps). Fig 2.4.2 (b) shows the switched out single
pulse from the pulse train.
However, at present this is not
incorporated in the laser chain due to the inconvenience faced in
horizontal alignment of the upward rejected single pulse from the
polarizer.
To overcome this a differentially switched multi
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element Fockel'a cell is being planned to be used and the last
switching circuit in double crystal Pockel's cell enables one to
obtain 90° rotated rejected plane polarized output in single pass
with only quarter wave voltage {3.2 kV) applied on the Pockel's
cell. Meanwhile, a commercial pulse selector, 'differentially
switched, is incorporated to select a single pulse from the
modelocked train and is being propagated further through the
multipass amplifiers.
The single pulse width measurements are
also being carried out after amplification from the preamplifier
stage. Using the two photon fluorescence technique the pulse has
been measured and found to be roughly about 100 picosecond.
Since the observation of fluorescence through the cylindrical
side of the cell gave rise to inaccurate estimate of the pulse
width,
a
more
accurate
method
i.e.
by measuring the
autocorrelation function of the picosecond pulse, the exact
pulsewidth is being measured.
At present the set up for the
pulsewidth measurement is getting ready.
c. Development of amplifier stages
A preamplifier stage has been designed and developed using a
5 mm dia, 75 mm long NdrYAG amplifier rod, pumped by two linear
xenon flashlamps housed in a cylindrical polished aluminium
cavity.
The maximum pumping energy is 600J at 2.5 kV input.
Single pass gain of 20 and in double[ass configuration a maximum
gain of 400 at 400J input was measured.
The double pass
configuration consists of a polarizing beam splitter mounted at
Brewster angle in front of the amplifier eor! aligned to transmit
the polarized input to pass through the amplifier, a quarter wave
plate and a 100% reflecting mirror mounted at the other end of
the amplifier to return the amplified beam with the plane of
polarization rotated by 90*. A 100% reflecting mirror at 45°
angle of incidence is mounted to reflect and propagate forward
the
double passed rejected beam from the polarizing beam
splitter.
After incorporating the stage into the laser system
the single pulse was amplified in doublepass configuration and
the output energy has been measured to be 4 roJ. Fig 2.4.3 shows
variation of double pass gain with input energy to the amplifier.
The design, development and fabrication of amplifier stage I
have been completed. This stage consists of a 10mm dia, 150mm
long Nd-doped silicate glass rod and 4 linear xenon flash lamps
housed in a clover leaf, reflecting type aluminium cavity.
The
flashlarops are designed to be energized to a maximum of 3.2 KJ of
electrical energy. After completion of necessary power supply and
controller electronics,
this system
is
expected
to
be
incorporated into the laser chain in a few months time and the
laser output is expected to be around 400mJ in double pass
configuration.
The design work of various subsystems like
Faraday isolator and spatial filter are in progress.
2.4.2. Diagnostics for Shock Wave Studies
Laser Velocity Interferometer
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The Laser velocity interferometer designed and developed in
our laboratory has been successfully used to measure free surface
velocities upto 0.4mm/Vs in 1.5mm thick glass targets.
Design
and* development of this interferometer system has been discussed
in detail in the previous annual report.
The interferometer was
used to measure free surface velocities in laser shocked targets.
Fig. 2.4.4 shows schematic of the velocity interferometer.
A free running Nd:glass (1.06fm) laser of 30J energy and 300
sec pulse duration was focused by a 5 cm focal length lens on the
target to produce a 100 urn diameter focal
spot.
The
interferometer probe He-Me laser beam and the 1.06 txm laser beam
were made exactly coincident on the target. Both surfaces of the
target were vacuum deposited with a 1000 A° thick aluminium film.
The front film prevented the laser beam from leaking to the back
side and evaporating the mirror on the rear side. When the
Shockwave unloads, the rear surface is activated imparting a time
dependent doppler shift in the frequency of the reflected He-Ne
laser beam. Since one of the beams of the interferometer is time
delayed by 2 ns with respect to the other beam, the doppler shift
experienced by these two interfering beam is different, resulting
in a beat frequency which is displayed as a fringe shift across
the PIN diode detector.
Typical fringes displayed on a 100 MHz
oscilloscope are shown in the photograph of Fig.2.4.5. The
maximum free surface velocity measured was 0.4mm/jjis in about 6 us
(acceleration 0.05mm/us2 or 50 x 106 cm/s2). The only limitation
of the system was that the complete velocity history could not be
obtained due to the evaporation of the aluminium mirror on the
rear surface.
The
fringe
pattern
stored
on the 100 MHz storage
oscilloscope is transferred to a PC using IEEE 48S card and GPIB
software. The programme has been successfully used to obtain the
free surface velocity versus time profile. The complete free
surface velocity history is obtained by the equation.
U(t) = 0(t - x) + A/2 F(t)
where F(t) is the instantaneous fringe frequency and X the probe
beam wavelength. From the fringe recorded Y(t) (Fig 2.4.5), F(t)
is given by
F(t) = (dy/dt) / [2xY (1 - Y)P-5
Presently, this interferometer is redesigned for better
stability and being installed with the gas gun facility at High
Pressure Physics Division of BARC.
The preliminary design work of the final version of the
velocity interferometer namely VISAR (Velocity Interferometer
System for Any Reflector) has also been initiated. In this system
the probe beam is a single frequency Argon-ion laser and the
delay line consists of etalons. The light in the leg containing
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etalon is delayed with respect to the light in the other
e
because it has further to travel and because it travels slower in
the etalon material. Here the spatial coherence of the light is
not required and very good fringe contrast can be obtained even
with the light reflected from defused surface. This velocity
interferometer system offers excellent resolution of better than
2xl0~3mm/us with which it can measure surface velocities of
specimens undergone Shockwave loadings. This technique is being
widely used now for data acquisition in several laboratories.
2.4.3 Electronics
a)
A nanosecond pulse generator for the pulse selection
unit of the picosecond Nd:Glass Laser was built using Avalanche
transistors in the Marx bank circuit configuration.
The circuit
diagram is shown in fig. 2.4.6.
The Marx bank consists of 6
stages with 2N5551 transistors.
The transistors were chosen to
withstand high voltage and also for their ability to switch in
Avalanche mode.
Three transistors are connected in each stage
and the circuit uses a supply voltage of 1100V d.c. The circuit
gives a step of 6 kv in open circuit with a risetime of 4 nsec
and fall time governed by equivalent series capacitance and the
sum of internal and load resistance.
By choosing proper values
of the series capacitor and load resistance a voltage pulse of
3.4 kv with a 10 nsec pulse width was obtained.
The delay was
about 10 nsec and jitter less than a nsec.
The block schematic
of modelocked oscillator and single pulse selector is shown in
Fig. 2.4.7.
The unit was used to select a single pulse rom a
train of mode locked laser pulses with the help of a pockel's
cell. Fig. 2.4.6 shows the modelocked pulse train and the
switched out pulse.
b)
A unit was built for studying the spatial profile of a
laser beam using a CCTV camera and tested.
The block diagram of
the experimental setup is shown in Fig 2.4.9 The unit essentially
provides a TV single line trigger selector pulse for triggering
the oscilloscope and observing a spatial intensity variation
along the selected line.
From the composite video output of the
TV camera, the unit separates the vertical and horizontal sync.
Pulses. The video information along a line is synchronizing the
firing of the laser with the start of TV scanning and for
amplifying the low level video signal,
if required.
No
synchronization is required for CW and high repetition rate
lasers.
c)
Work is in progress for the development of electronic
controls for the 1 Joule, 100 psec. Nd:Glass Laser System.
For
this a low voltage power supply and control unit has been built.
This will control the charging and triggering of various energy
storage units through their respective control modules.
One
control module containing charging control, delay and safety
circuits has been wired and tested.
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Fig 2.4.9 BLOCK DIAGRAM OF THE EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

d)
A circuit for synchronous triggering of
a
high
repetition
rate
rotary
spark
gap
switch
was
built
and
given
to
the CO2 laser group.
Here the rotating insulating (Teflon) disc
has two diametrically opposite holes near its periphery.
The
main triggered spark gap discharges through one hole when this
hole appears between its electrodes and the gap is triggered.
There is a transmitter (LED) - receiver (photodiode) set just
positioned at the other hole.
The LED is biased from a d.c.
source and the IR emission from it is detected by the photodiode
when the path is not interrupted by the insulator. When the disc
is rotated a pulse is produced everytime a hole passes between
the LED-photodiode combination. This pulse is used to trigger an
SCR which discharges a small capacitor (charged to 250 V d.c. )
through the primary of the pulse transformer. This provides a
pulse of 10 kV at its secondary, which is used to trigger the
spark gap. The unit could operate upto about 250 Hz.
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CHAPTER
THERMAL

3

PLASMA

ACTIVITIES

Thermal Plasma Section works in the field of generation,
characterization and application of atmospheric pressure plasmas.
These are equilibrium plasmas characterized by temperatures in
the range of 2,000 - 30,000 Kelvin
and charged particle densities
in the range of 1019-1021 nr 3 . The broad programme objectives of
the section are centered around the following guide lines:
i. Development,
optimisation,
scaling
up and technology
readiness studies of various thermal plasma devices
ii. Study of fundamental plasma .processes to contribute to a
better understanding of this medium
iii. Studies related to the improvement of presently available
plasma process technology, substitution of conventional
processes or exploration of new materials
These programs primarily cater to the various needs of the
research and development programmes of the Department of Atomic
Energy. However the multitude of spin-offs can also benefit many
other relevant areas.
Recent Achievements of Thermal Plasma Section
During the year 1993, Thermal Plasma Section has made
contributions to the research and development of various kinds of
plasma torches, understanding of low temperature plasma physics,
development of plasma diagnostic techniques, development of
plasma reactors for processing of materials and liquid metal MHD
flows. The major achievements are listed as follows:
A single wire transferred arc metal spray plasma torch has
been developed and operated.
Various input parameters have been
optimised to get a smooth spray. Trial coatings of molybdenum and
steel on different substrates have been done.
Plasma melting torch, currently under development, has been
operated at 75 KW power level. A magnetic deflection coil
energized at 1-3 Hz was used to deflect the plasma beam across
the entire width of the 60 mm wide cold hearth.
Plasma sprayed bioceramic coatings of hydroxyapatite (HA)
were prepared. The coatings showed pure HA phase and no other
detectable phases were present. The adherence of the coatings to
titanium substrate was good. These coatings find applications in
dental implants. Reactive plasma spraying of nickel aluminide
using argon and acetylene his been carried out. The oxidation
resistance of these coatings are under study.
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A raulti aperture, low energy ion beam extraction assemblyhas been developed and installed in the rf plasma system to
extract broad ion beams from l-f generated plasmas.
The 6.5m high Liquid Metal Magnetohydrodynamic system has
been operated and valuable data has been generated on the
operating characteristics of various subsystems. The gamma ray
spectrometer has been interfaced to a PC for acquiring data and
calculating void fractions. A computer code has been developed
and parametric analyses of the vertical LMMHD system using
nuclear waste as a heat source has been carried out and the
parameters calculated.
3.1. DEVELOPMENT OF PLASMA DEVICES
Thermal Plasma Section has built up in house technology for
the development of high power DC plasma jet devices (torches),
working on stabilized and constricted arc jets. This includes the
development of high power plasma torches in transferred and
nontransferred arc modes, rf plasma torch, underwater plasma
cutting torch for cutting uranium metal under water and a twin
wire arc spray system. Some of the current activities include
building a transferred arc torch systems for cutting thick metal
plates in air and underwater, development of a vacuum plasma
spray system, experiments on a 2 kW plasma transferred arc torch
for plasma machining, development of a single wire transferred
arc spray system, fabrication of a cascaded plasma torch for
aerosol generation and high power plasma melters.
3.1.1 Plasma Melting Torch
A major task undertaken during this year was to operate the
transferred arc torch at high power levels with simultaneous
measurement of various electrical and thermal parameters to
characterize the torch and the plasma. The axial flow stab lized
plasma melter torch was operated upto 75 kW level. The V-I
characteristics, torch performance -at different arc lengths and
energy balance measurements were carried out. The changeover from
vortex to axial flow stabilization has resulted in a narrow and
better stabilized beam. Gas flow rates (nitrogen and argon), gas
ratios, stand off distances and plasma currents were used as
operating variables. Fig.3.1.1 shows the plot of electrothermal
efficiency at powers upto 75 kW for this system. It is seen that
the efficiency of the torch increases as nitrogen fraction is
increased in the plasma gas. Work is now bring carried out to
scale to higher powers with torch-plasma characterization.
Studies on plasma melting operation were continued. A magnet
coil was designed for deflecting the flame at 1-3 Hz so as to
•rover the entire width of the cold hearth thereby eliminating the
necessity for torch movement. The vertical torch movement and the
transverse hearth movement were made automatic. This system was
operated at 30 kW power level and scrap metal was melted. For
carrying out melting in inert atmosphere, a stainless steel
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Figure 3.1.1: Electrothermal efficiency of a transferred arc plasma torch
Electrode gap : 125 mm, Nozzle dia : 8rnm

chamber has been designed and the chamber and the hearth raovemnt
mechanism are under fabrication.
3.1.2 Cascaded Anode Plasma Torch
A new 40 kW cascaded anode plasma torch has been designed
and fabricated. This torch has a number of water cooled cascaded
anode segments fitted to the main anode nozzle and are properly
insulated,
isolated and separately water cooled.
The arc
initiated with the main anode can be transferred partially or
fully to any desired anode segment of the cascaded assembly. This
increases the arc length from the cathode; thereby the plasma
flame length and hot zone are increased. Another added advantage
is the interchangeability of a water cooled powder injection ring
which helps to vary the length and angle of the powder injection
port so that depending on the specific l-equirements, the powder
car. be injected at any desired angle or location to increase the
residence time. This type of torches will also be very useful in
plasma chemical reactors and machine mounted plasma spraying.
3.1.3 Plasma Aerosol Generator
A dc plasma torch based aerosol generator has been designed,
fabricated and tested. The system consists of a dc plasma torch
mounted on to a water cooled plenum chamber with observation,
diagnostic and sampling ports at various locations downstream to
the plasma jet. Trial runs have been successfully carried out up
to 25kW input power to the torch and submicron size particles
were obtained.
3.1.4 Single Wire Arc-Plasma Spray System
The schematic of the single wire-arc-plasma spray system
under development is shown in Fig.3.1.2. The system has been used
for spraying of aluminium,
copper,
SS308L, zircalloy and
molybdenum wires of 1.6mm diameter. Fig.3.1.3 shows the plasma
torch operating region on the transductor current controlled
power supply characteristics and also the operating parameters.
Vpi and Ipi are the initial values of pilot arc voltage and
current. During transferred arc operation, Vt and It give the
corresponding transferred arc values and Vp2 and Ip2 the pilot
arc values. The power efficiency (power required to melt the
wire/ input electrical power) is found to be about 15%.
The main problem encountered during spraying at 3 kW input
power level is the back deposition of the fused wire particles on
the anode nozzle, eventually leading to the blockage of the
nozzle aperture and/or shorting of the feed wire to the nozzle.
Studies were carried out by varying a number of input parameters
{pilot/shield gas flow rate, wire anode distance, wire speed,
extra coaxial flow through anode nozzle and power input). It is
found that, mainly, an increase in the transferred arc power
level to about 5 kW reduces drastically or even eliminates the
back deposition. The power supplies (GL-400 and GL-600) used are
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of the transductor controlled type having very poor current
control and regulation below 150 A. Recently two thyristor
controlled power supplies (TH 400CC, 10-400 amps, 50 volts) have
been procured and the series arrangement is expected to give
better control of arc current and power and hence eliminate the
back deposition problem. A remote controlled motorised motion
table has been fabricated for substrate movement from 1 mm/s to
18 mm/s to enable uniform deposition of coating. The adhesive
bond strength of about 200 microns thick aluminium deposited
coatings on mild steel substrates were tested using ASTM standard
C633-79 and found to vary in the range of 100 - 130 kg/cm2. The
microstructure of molybdenum and SS308L sprayed coatings on SS
substrate have been investigated.
3.1.5 Controlled Environment Plasma Spray System
The various subsystems of the controlled environment plasma
spray system viz. the work chamber, dust collector and the mono
rail for the movement are under fabrication. The water and gas
piping system details have also been worked out.
3.2 ANALYTICAL STUDIES
The design and development of plasma based devices need
comprehensive computer codes for determining and characterising
the basic plasma properties, plasma flows, interaction of plasma
with other systems etc. Thermal plasma section has been carrying
out analytical studies in support of the experimental programme.
The significant work carried out so far includes theoretical
calculation of various thermophysical properties of complex,
multicoraponent/multiphase plasma systems upto 25,000 K, channel
flow and heat transfer codes, quasi one dimensional, two and
quasi three dimensional analyses, two phase flows involving
evaporation of aqueous solutions and seed particle dynamics in
MHD generators and two phase flows.
Some of the current
activities include energy balance analysis and correlations
relating the input conditions for plasma torches, deriving
scaling parameters and design codes for plasma device components
and studies on arc stability and characteristics.
3.2.1 Torch Characterisation
The torch-plasma characterization at low power levels (upto
15kW) for both transferred and non transferred arc torches
have
been analyzed. An error and uncertainty propagation analysis was
done for both electrical and thermal measurements in plasma
torches. The Nottingham equation for an arc of constant length
can be written as
Vatc

=

A

+

B/In

...3.2.1

The input electric power is converted to heat, part of which is
lost in the torch (Qtor) the rest being given to heating the gas
(Qpi ). It can be shown that,
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A
=
log (Qpi ) =

Qtor/I
log(B)

+

(l-n)log(I)

...3.2.2
...3.2.3

The analysis of the calorimetry data in a nontransferred arc, gas
stabilized torch at power levels upto 20 kW and currents upto 400
A has shown that the electrode drops are independent of current
values but depend on the plasma medium. The plasma enthalpy, on
the other hand has a power 'aw dependence on current magnitudes
with the exponent strongly dependent on gas type, weakly on flow
rate
and does not vary with the current magnitude.
The
measurement and analysis have established a correlation between
the the calorimetric data and electrical characteristics of the
arc. Fig.3.2.1 gives the plot of eqn. 3.2.3, showing the
dependence of plasma enthalpy on the arc currents for different
flow rates.
An analytical expression has been proposed to explain the
temperature variation in spray torch using visible flame length
as one of the parameter.
T(z,r)

=

T(a,0).exp(-z/l).[l-(r/ro)2]

where z is the axial distance, r the radial distance, 1 the
visible flame length parameter and ro is the nozzle diameter.
A computer code has been written in qbasic to calculate the
excitation temperature and the regression coefficient
from
intensity data obtained for atomic Boltzmann plot. The spectral
lines can be selected to give the best fit for
log(ImnXmn/Amngm)
Vs Em graph.
3.3 PLASMA DIAGNOSTICS & INSTRUMENTATION
The plasma diagnostic and instrumentation group has been
instrumental in the development of plasma associated hardware. It
has also been catering to the specialized requirements of other
groups like relativistic electron beam and industrial electron
beam sections. The significant achievements so far have been the
in house development of a complete range of diagnostic
and
associated instrumentation for thermal plasmas which includes
electrical
conductivity
probes,
dynamic
thermocouples,
spectroscopic techniques for temperature measurement,
species
concentration by resonance line profiles, extensive calorimetric
measurements, high speed photography etc. The group has also
developed control instrumentation for synchronising circuits for
pulsed GW REB system,
isolated high voltage and
current
measurements under EMI, computer controlled system for electron
beam welding machine, isolated DC to DC converters, transient
digitisers
upto 1MHz sampling rate with isolation,
surge
generators for testing high power varistors etc. Some of the
currant activities include PC based spectroscopic technique for
measuring temperature profiles, laser doppler velocimetry for
particle velocity, extracting high current ion beams from radio
frequency plasmas and developing a 5 KW rf unit for CO2 laser
systems.
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3.3.1 Plasma Tamnerature Measurement
To measurt plasma temperature at central line axis in a
plasma spray torch with good spatial resolution, it has been
planned to use a small size aperture (~200 microns). A PC/AT
system based on 80386 microprocessor is proposed to be used to
access the intensity data from PMT/picoamroeter by an ADC card and
to process and analyze it for atomic Boltzmann plot method. The
computer code has been developed and is being tested with actual
experimental runs. Initial experimental runs have been taken to
measure electron density in plasma spray torch by using the stark
broadening of hydrogen and argon lines.
For stark broadening
studies, Hp (486 nm) and Ar-I (430 nm) lines are being used.
Slow scans at monochromator speed of 1 nm per minute have been
taken.
3.3.2 Laser Doppler Velocimetry
A complete new software has been developed to operate LDA
system on PC. Data acquisition rates up to 55 K words per second
have been achieved.
Traversing mechanism can also be controlled
successfully.
After
testing
with
simulated inputs,
LDA
measurements will be taken using a PC/AT system.
An experiment
to estimate particle velocities in a spray torch by photographic
technique has also been planned.
3.3.3 Radio frequency power amplifier for CO2 laser
A solid state radio frequency power amplifier operating at
27 MHz with an output power of 100 watts has been developed. The
schematic block diagram is shown in Fig.3.3.1. The matching
between various transistor stages above 5 microwatt level and
also the power splitters and combiners are implemented using high
frequency broadband radio frequency transformers wound on NiZn
ferritea. The tuned LC elements of the first stage decide the
operating frequency. The insertion loss of the 9° input power
splitter measured between input and one of the output ports with
50 ohms termination is 3.82 db. The two 2N3866 stages after the
power splitter working in class A mode together provide a gain of
35 db. The 2N3755 push-pull driver and the 2N5071 output stage
together working in class C mode provide a gain of 22 db with
about 60 watts RF output. The RF power output is controlled by
varying the power supply voltage o f the 2N5071 stage as shown in
Fig.3.3.2. The 2N5071 amplifiers were tested with a RF power
meter (Bird 43P) and a 50 ohms, 100 watts RF load. Fig.3.3.2
shows the efficiency of the 2N5071 stage. The output power
combiner is being fabricated. Further work is in progress on
remote power supply controls, ' stepping up of RF power to 1000
watts, RF power combining techniques and driving high power tube
amplifiers for C02 lasers. A 10 to 30 pf air variable capacitor
of 3 kV rating has been fabricated for using as a tuning element
for BEL 400 tetrode amplifier impedance matching network.
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3.3.4 Oscillator for Arc Deflection Coil
In order to deflect the arc in a plasma melting torch to
cover the entire hearth, an oscillator was designed to drive a
triangular current in the deflection coil. The frequency of the
sweep can be changed from 0.5 to 4 Hz.
3.3.5 PC Based Void Fraction Measuring S.vstepi
A personal computer based void fraction measuring system has
bee developed, with a PC replacing a micro processor. Taking
advantage of the advanced computing facilities available in the
PC, the data processing has been extended to cover averaging, to
include corrections for fluctuations and geometrical size effects
and to compute void fraction profiles. Both on-line and off-line
processing is possible. The system is being used routinely in the
LMMHD facility.
3.3.6 Experiments using High Speed Photography
Experiments were conducted in collaboration with REP to
study the propagation of liquid poison in a reactor using High
speed photography with different frame speeds. Results are
encouraging with frame speeds of 250/s. Further experiments with
better illumination are in progress.
3.3.7 Ion Beam Extraction Studies
Positive hydrogen and argon ions were extracted from rf
plasmas through multiple apertures in the extraction electrode.
The study was undertaken to understand how to extract more ions
from the plasma, since the maximum beam current in single
aperture extraction is limited by the available current density
in the plasma.
By incorporating a number of holes in the
extraction electrode one could increase the beam current with
required beam divergence to suit the ion beam applications. A
number of studies were carried out.
a. In order to optimize the diameter,of a single aperture, the
most important parameter is the aspect ratio S (=r/z), which
is the ratio of radius (r) of the aperture to the distance
of the plasma emissive surface from the extraction electrode
(a). This parameter has to be in the range of 0.25 to 0.5.
Than the extracted beam current density would be maximum,
with small divergence angle (that is the brightness would be
high). Exact value of S will depend on geometry, beam
energy, extraction voltage, plasma density etc. The distance
of the extraction electrode from the plasma electrode is
dependent on the break-down criteria of the gap and the
maximum electric field strength the gap could withstand
without the Paschen Breakdown, which is roughly 2 KV/mm. A
2mm aperture would be obvious choice for r. Fig 3.3.3 shows
that 2 mm diameter aperture gives a peak in the
extracted
beam current density, with an aspect ratio S of 0.25.
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b. Another parameter of interest is the relation between the
aperture size (r), number of apertures (N) and aspect ratio
(S). The packing fraction P is the ratio of the araa of a
single aperture (wr2) to the area of the electrode surface
(*R2) covered by small apertures and is given by
P

=

N. r2 /R2

SQRT(P/N) should be in the range of 0.25 to 0.5. For R=5mm,
the extracted beam current density was 7.5 uA/mnfi .
For
r=lmm and N=4
(P=0.64),
the
extracted
beam
current
density
was 11 uA/mm2.
These results are for positive
hydrogen
ions for an R.F. power of 810 W. It shows that the current
density could
be
increased
with
multiple
aperture
extraction. With smaller R, single hole would be preferred
whereas as R is increased, the factor P and N would
determine the maximum beam current.
c. The electron temperature(Te) and ion density (m ) were
measured using double probe.
The results are shown in
figures 3.3.4 and 3.3.5. The saturation current density of
the probe gives a measure of the maximum extractable beam
current density.
3.4 PLASMA PROCESSING OF MATERIALS
Plasma processing activity of the Thermal Plasma Section has
two major thrusts: a) the fabrication and utilization of special
high temperature materials in plasma devices and b) development
and processing of new materials by plasma techniques. The concept
of plasma assisted material processing (specially in strategic
and other materials of importance in nuclear industry) is being
developed experimentally. Significant achievements include the
development of plasma sprayed, wear resistant and thermal barrier
coatings,
composite coatings of, partially
stabilized
and
partially destabilised zirconia, centimeter thick ceramic-metal
hybrid structures, high Tc superconducting coatings and study of
their properties. Some of the other investigations include
development of special ceramic materials (doped yttrium chromite,
terbia stabilised zirconia, non shrinking ceramic bodies etc.),
ceramic
metal joints using electroless nickel coating and
bracing, varistors and magnetic core materials. The current
activities
include
reactive
spraying,
development
of
hydroxyapatite/ titanium carbide/ diboride coatings, process for
plasma dissociation of zircon, special coatings for various user
groups both from BARC and other national institutes, processing
in plasma chemical reactors (both DC and RF), plasma melters for
nuclear waste material, plasma jet based diamond deposition and
studies on plasma and arc sprayed coatings.
3,4.1 Plasma Spray Synthesis and Reactiva Plasma Spraying
Plasma
sprayed
coatings of nickel aluminide structural intermetallics have been successfully prepared
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premised powders of the metallic components and the coatings have
been characterised. Phase composition of the sprayed samples have
been determined by x-ray diffraction technique, which sh.-w that
they consist of Ni3Al. The coatings have been evaluated for
oxidation resistance in static air by standard gravimetric
method. Results show that the coatings are stable towards
oxidation upto 773 K.(Fig.3.4.1)
Reactive plasma spray technique has been introduced for
getting titanium carbide coatings.
The experimental method
consists in plasma spraying titanium metal powder in presence of
reactive precursor gases like acetylene, which is introduced in
the nozzle exit of the plasma torch. Quantitative and qualitative
estimates of the phase composition of the coatings have been
carried out. The effect of various process parameters on the
coating composition and properties have been studied.
3.4.2 Plasma Chemical Processing
As part of the collaborative programme with REC Rourkela,
ilmenite powders of different sizes have been plasma processed at
various power levels.
The products are being analyzed by
different analytical tools to study the thermochemical stability.
3.4.3 Plasma Sprav^yig of Miscellaneous Jobs
The 40 kW plasm* spray facility is being widely used to
provide special purpose ceramic and metallic coatings for various
applications.
This involves providing consultancy
in
the
selection and conditioning of powder materials, optimization of
coating properties and development of various service coatings
for different in-house requirements. Some of the major coatings
developed for different user applications are as follows.
a) High voltage electrical insulation coatings were provided on
different sizes of SEPTUM coils used in
the
vacuum
environment of Synchrotron Radiation Source. The field tests
carried out at CAT, Indore were successful.
b) Plasma sprayed coatings of a variety of ceramic powders on
different substrate materials
at
different
operating
parameters were provided for research at IIT, Bombay.
c) Electrical insulation coatings of aluminium oxide on a
number of RF coils were provided for RED, BARC.
d) Thermal barrier
and
corrosion-resistant
coatings
of
aluminium oxide with an under coat of chromium on different
split molds were given to HMD, BARC for their special alloy
casting and other metallurgical applications.
e) Thermal barrier coatings on helical kanthal heater coils
were provided for Crystal technology group of .TPPED, BARC
3.4.4 Superconducting Magnetic Shielding and Harmonic Generation
The behavior of high-Tc superconductor in an AC magnetic
field is an active field of research. The study of the generation
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of
higher
harmonics
and
shielding effectiveness of the
superconductor are interrelated and a combined analysis of both
the phenomena is necessary to understand the shielding and
propagation of AC magnetic field in a high To
specimen.
Experiments have been carried out on the harmonic generation and
shielding during the propagation of incident AC magnetic field in
a sintered high-Tc cylinder.
Superconducting YBCO tubes of dimensions 14.0 mm internal
diameter, 4.0 mm wall thickness and 35.0 mm length were prepared
by the conventional ceramic processing technique and were used as
test specimens. Parallel magnetic field configuration was used
for this study. Experiments were carried out in the frequency
range 100 Hz to 100 kHz, with drive current varying from 1-400
mA, which corresponds to a magnetic field intensity of 0.025 to
10.0 mT at the superconducting surface
of
the
specimen
(Fig.3.4.2). Shielding behavior was studied at 77K with the
specimen and the coils completely immersed in liquid nitrogen.
This Study has shown that:
- Onset of superconductivity in the specimen introduces a
magnetic shielding of about 25 db.
- Shielding Effectiveness decreases exponentially with applied
field strength.
- Odd harmonics are generated during the propagation of AC
magnetic field through the superconducting specimen.
- Flux trapping occur in the specimen for frequencies <10 kHz.
- Trapped flux behave as a superposed DC magnetic field and
leads to reduction in the shielding effectiveness and
generation of even harmonics in the transmitted waveform.
3.4.5 Status Report on the Thermal Spray Technology:
Global and Indian
In India, Thermal Spray Technology (TST) has a large growth
potential, since the full capabilities of the TST has not been
exploited yet. Indian TS market at present is around 16.5 crore
rupees per annum, which is equal to approximately one percent of
the total global TS market. In order to establish the present
status and future potentials of TST in India, a 'technology
survey' was carried out and the results of this survey have shown
that the TST has not been able to achieve its full potential in
India because of many bottlenecks, some of which are listed
below.
1. The first and foremost bottleneck is the non availability
indigenous spray consumables, in particular spray powders.
2. Lack of awareness amongst the user industries prevents the
spread of TST to new areas.
3. Though plasma spray coatings cater to a large section of
general coating requirements in the country, indigenously
manufactured PS systems are not yet available in the
country.
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4. Indian thermal sprayer does not have the support of either
Coating Data Bank or channelised R & D facility.
5. There are no coating standards available in the country.
6. Coating characterisation facilities are not accessible to
the general thermal sprayers, in particular, the coating job
shop personnel.
The survey also has shown that the Thrust Areas in Thermal
Spray R & D should be set as follows, in the order of priority.
1. Top priority should be assigned to the indigenous production
of SPRAY CONSUMABLES, in particular spray powders.
2. Creating awareness amongst user industries is the second
priority.
3. Potential user industries like iron and steel, paper and
pulp, etc., should be identified, and typical application
coatings should be systematically selected, engineered and
tested in actual industrial usage.
4. Design, development and commercial production of a standard
plasma spray systems.
5. The next item in the order of priority should be to evolve
the industry standards.
6. Create various coating characterization facilities, which
will be available to all the thermal sprayers in the
country.
7. R & D on advanced spray systems.
3.4.6 Chemical Vapour Deposition of Diamond by
Low Pressure Plasma Spray Process
Diamond is a material with unique combination of properties.
High
growth
rate deposition of diamonds will create new
opportunities in various applications such as cutting tools,
electronic substrates,
bearings, optical windows, corrosion
resistant coatings and other applications including electronic,
bio-medical and aerospace devices. Low pressure plasma spray
process looks promising for producing such coatings. Under this
operating condition, sufficient supply of active carbon species
necessary for diamond formation is created and nearly all
hydrogen molecules dissociate to provide atomic hydrogen which is
required for the efficient elimination of graphite codeposition.
High growth rates have been reported earlier by conceptually
similar processes. The experimental facility for doing the
chemical vapor deposition of diamonds by low pressure plasma
spray process is operated continuously for several hours and
several trials were taken. The plasma flame consisting of
methane, hydrogen and argon gases was made to impinge on various
substrates like titanium, silicon and copper which are maintained
at around 900-950 °C. The deposited films are characterized by
Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM). The films show presence of
dielectric material on the surface. Well defined morphologies
which are characteristics of diamond crystal structure are also
seen. Further characterization is in progress.
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3.4.7 BloceramiG Coatings
Surgical implants are used to repair or augment parts of the
skeleton (bone, teeth, joints etc.). Osseous tissues contain both
calcium phosphate ceramic (hydroxyapatite) and a protein called
collagen. Hydroxyapatite (HA) found in osseous tissue has its
structure modified by monovalent and divalent ions such as Na 4 ,
K + , M g + + , C03--, and others. Thus the obvious choice for
repairing or replacing the supporting structure of the body will
be an implant based on calcium phosphate ceramic. The
implant
must not only posses chemical compatibility but also good bulk
properties and exhibit a strong bond with the surrounding tissue
in applications where they experience high load.
We have
optimized the parameters of the process for plasma spray coating
of HA on titanium metal substrate. Several specimens of titanium
substrate were coated with hydroxyapatite powder. The quality of
the coatings in terms of retention of HA phase in the coatings
after plasma spray operation is extremely good. Few cylindrical
samples were coated and sent for animal trials.
3.4.8 Electrical Properties of Barium Cerate
Barium cerate is emerging as an advance ceramic due its high
proton conductivity and this proton conductivity has
been
observed even at 200°C. Investigations were carried out on barium
cerate when part of its tetravalent cerium is substituted with
trivalent yttrium.
Crystal Structure: Barium cerate without any oxygen ion
vacancy is monoclinic with (3 = 90.073© which goes to 90.273° for
the composition Bao. saCao. 02Cee>. 96Ye. 04O2. 98 and then decreases
to 90.0000 for Ba0. 98Cao. 02Ceo. 90Y0. 10O2. 95 . (Fig. 3. 4. 3 ) .
The
unique b axis is almost independent of oxygen .ion vacancies
whereas the a axis passes through a minimum and approaches the b
axis and the c axis first increases and then remains constant. As
a result Bas. 98Ca0. 2Cee. 90Y0. 10O2. 95 is tetragonal and other
compositions are all monoclinic.
Dielectric
Constant:
The
room temperature dielectric
constant of barium cerate is 90 and it is temperature dependent.
This value almost remains constant upto 175°C and then changes
sharply as can be seen in Fig.3.4.4. The temperature dependence
of the dielectric constant for pure as well as substituted barium
cerate shows that the temperature of inflection shifts to lower
temperature with the increase in Y 3+ in the structure. Also there
is large change,
about three orders of magnitude ir the
dielectric constant between 50° C and 650© C.
Such a j.arge
dielectric constant at high temperature is unusual and is
indicative of a phase transition similar to that found in barium
titanate. The transition temperature decreases with the increase
of oxygen ion vacancies in the lattice.
Electrical
Conductivity:
Electrical
conductivities of
substituted as well as unsubstituted barium cerate compositions
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at room temperature are quite low but the rise with the increase
of temperature is quite rapid. The temperature dependence of the
ac conductivities at 1000 Hz in dry oxygen is given in Fig.3.4.5.
The activation energies are low . compared to that of calcia
stabilized zirconia and hence one sees significant conductivity
for the Y 3 + substituted compositions at a lower temperature. At
high temperature the alkaline earth cerates are mostly mixed
conductors in pure 02 atmosphere: The electrical conductivity and
02 concentration cell data show that oxygen ion conductivity
increases with temperature but due to the presence of electronic
conductivity one sees only a small amount of emf in oxygen
concentration cell.
Unusual DC Voltage: Another interesting observation has come
to light during the present studies. The metallised thin pellets
of barium cerate (both pure as well as substituted) show a dc
voltage under ambient air as well as dry oxygen environment even
though the experimental conditions are not same as that of
concentration cells. This voltage is highly temperature dependent
(Fig.3.4.6). When the two flat metallised faces are connected to
a voltmeter,
they show a persistent dc voltage (tens of
millivolts). This voltage is not light sensitive, but depends on
temperature.
For
barium cerate without any trivalent ion
substitution the voltage is seen only in wet gas like moist CO2
and the voltage increases with the increase of CO2 content of the
gas. The metal content of the metallised faces were monitored and
it has been seen that the increase in the difference of the metal
content also increases the dc voltage. A model has been proposed
to explain the origin of the unusual dc voltage. For homogeneous
materials in dry oxygen atmosphere it is due to the chemical
nonhomogeniety between the two faces of the pellet and/or due to
difference in the quantity of the platinum paint between the two
faces. In wet atmosphere below the critical temperature of water,
the microstructure of the painted layer plays a significant role
because physical adsorption of water vapour is the predominant
phenomenon. The peak in the voltage-temperature graph is due to
the difference in the absorption of H + and OH" in the solid. This
difference will not only give rise to the peaking of the voltage
but also change the polarity of the faces.
3.5. LIQUID METAL MAGNETOHYDRODYNAMICS
When a conducting fluid moves in a magnetic field, electric
fields are induced in the fluid, which in turn result in the
flow of electric currents. The study of this interaction is the
science of magnetohydrodynamics (MHD). Thermal plasma section has
taken up liquid metal MHD programme as the part of advanced MHD
cycle development studies due to its significance in fission
breeder reactors and fusion reactors. The main objectives are to
get the technology ready for the liquid sodium cooled nuclear
reactors of FBR type, fusion reactors with lithium blanket and to
explore the feasibility of installing small LMMHD generators
based on biomass, solar energy and industrial or nuclear waste
heat. The significant achievements in this area of activity has
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been the establishment of a 6.5 metre-high, gravity flow type,
mercury-nitrogen LMMHD generator for carrying out simulation
studies, development of computer codes for MHD generator flows
and total loop calculations, theoretical and experimental study
of end effects in MHD generators without and with vanes,
adaptation of gamma ray attenuation technique for void fraction
measurements to two phase liquid metal flows. Some of the current
activities include the measurement of void fraction profiles in
MHD generators, testing of a prototype 500 W(e) steam-mercury
system and formulation and verification of computer codes for
void fraction profiles.
3.5.1 Experiments on LMMHD Facility
During the year, some modifications were introduced in the
LMMHD facility and ten runs were conducted in the nitrogenmercury simulation mode at room temperature.
The modifications
and additions include installation of high temperature pressure
transmitters, fabrication and " installation of a new MHD flow
meter, installation and erection of pressure release valves and
replacement of the valve at the bottom of the heat exchanger.
The experiments carried out in the facility include the
optimization of liquid metal flow rate for a given gas flow rate
by varying the mercury inventory in the system. Fig.3.5.1 gives
the liquid metal mass flow rate as a function of gas flow rate.
Experiments were also conducted to study the effect of aspect
ratio on the open circuit voltage of the MHD generator
and verify the end correction values obtained, based on the
theoretical model. The different aspect ratios were 0.15,
1.70
and 2.14.
The two phase flow phenomenon taking place in the upcomer is
crucial for overall energy conversion. It is in this portion of
the system that the first stage of the energy transfer takes
place. The most important parameter to be studied in this region
is the void fraction. The void fraction profiles were obtained
for various gas flow rates in the upcomer at location 1.1 m and
2.8 m from the mixer level using gamma radiation from Co&&
source. Both Chord Inversion Method (CIM) and Least Square
Solution (LSS) were tried. The LSS technique, applied for the
first time proved superior,
as the error
in
individual
measurements are spread equally along all zones and do not
accumulate towards the centre which gives rise to oscillations in
the void fraction profiles. Currently we are studying the
ddifferent empirical relations which predict the area averaged
void fraction (viz. homogeneous, drift flux, El-Boher and Farchi
relations) and comparing them with measured values. From these
studies better models and information
on
the
range
of
applicability of current models to LMMHD flows will be aval-able.
The lack of adequate information on the behaviour of two phase
flows, especially with liquid metal flows, is the primary
motivation for such studies.
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3.5.2 Gamma Ray Attenuation Technique for Void Fraction
Measurements in Two Phase Liquid Metal air Flows
The
radiation
attenuation
method
for void
fraction
determination is based on the attenuation
of gamma or X-rays,
which can be measured and related to void fraction. One of -the
errors that arise is due to the finite beam size of the photon
rays. This error is due to non identical attenuation encountered
by different parts of the beam.
Because of this, the total beam
does not follow the exponential attenuation law.
This happens
when there is a variation of void fraction within the beam due to
non-homogeneous flow and when there is unequal path length within
the beam due to the geometry of the flow region.
An analytical
expression
for the correction is obtained for a cylindrical two
phase flow system.
Radial void fraction profiles were
obtained
after applying these corrections.
The two phase flow in the pipe is discretised into finite
number of zones of different void fraction
for the purpose of
analysis (Fig 3.5.2.a). Let there be 'm' circular zones with void
fraction at , az ,... ai , which are to be determined. Let
(3i , P2 . . . Pi
be the measured void fraction at various chord
lengths. Then we have,

0i

=

m
2
j =l

di j
ctj
a

Where ci is the total path length for the gamma ray at any
chord and dij is the length of the j t h zone intercepted by gamma
ray beam at the ifch chord length measurement. Pi *s are ob+ained
from measured gamma ray intensities at the i t h chord with vapor/
gas alone (Iif) with liquid metal alone ( I n ) and when two phase
is present (Ii t ) and it is given by
In (Iit/Iil )
Pi

=
In (Iig/Iil )

Void fraction profile, cti 's are obtained by Least Square Solution
method.
The void fraction profiles of 'm' zones with 'n' number
of measurements ( n>m ) is obtained from Pi 's by minimizing the
error function. The following set of equations are solved.
For k=l,2, ..m,
n

di k

2

i =l

m

di j

2

Ci

j=l

ai

-

Ci

n
2 Pi

di k
Ci

Corrections due to finite beam
size effects have to be
applied for P i ' s . Applying the finite beam size correction (see
Fig. 3.5.2.b), we obtain,
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lit

=

lit' [1 -I- {aScot6o Ml (3c/ 4 R ( 1 - C O K 6 O )«• 6 >
nl2 {1 - pc (l-cos9o )«-5

where lit' is the attenuated intensity without finite beam
correction, ui is the attenuation coefficient of the liquid metal
and do is a geometric factor. The correction is negligible for
Iitf case.
Correction for Ii l can be obtained by assuming Pc to
be zero.
Since pc is initially not known accurately, an
iterative correction has to be performed for obtaining I» t.
The above correction was applied for the measured void
fraction profiles in a mercury-nitrogen two phase flow in a
gravity type liquid metal MHD system. The measuring system
consists of C o 6 0 source of activity 2775 MBq giving a 5 mm gamma
ray beam, detector and related instruments (Fig. 3.5.3). The
corrected profile of the void fraction is shown in Fig. 3.5.4 (a)
and (b). for different flow rates and locations in the upcomer.
3.5.3 Utilization of Nuclear Waste Heat for Electrical
Power Generation Using LMMHD Converters.
It is well known that out of the 200 M V of energy that is
available from every nuclear fission reaction, around 15 MeV is
released in the form of radioactive decay. Out of this, 5 MeV of
energy is carried away by neutrinos and is nonrecoverable. The
balance energy is at present not utilised for power generation
and gives rise to long term storage and disposal problems. These
wastes are highly radioactive initially (hundreds of days).
Subsequently only long half-life elements like Csi3?,Sr<®, Cei**,
Pm 1 * 7 etc. remain and generate steady heat for very long periods.
It is during this period one should utilize the waste heat for
electrical power generation either for general or
special
purposes.
The unique feature of this heat is its low power but
available for very long periods (utilizable for a few half life
years). However because of variable power availability, low
power and temperature, one cannot economically use conventional
power converters.
Liquid Metal magnetohydrodynamics power
converters are ideally suited for this purpose.
The method adopted for interim storage of waste, consists of
a dry storage system with natural air cooling. Here, the nuclear
waste is vitrified in the form of borosilicate glass. The heat
generation initially is around 40 W/litre (Corresponding to about
13,500 Ci/litre)! Fig 3.5.5 shows the schematic of a typical
system proposed in India. The dimensions and temperature at
various locations are also given.
For the dimensions of the
above canister, the outlet temperature is around 373 K and is too
low for power generation. In order to couple it even to the LMMHD
system, the outlet temperature should be higher. This is achieved
by modifications in the canister geometry. This is in principle
equivalent to eliminating two stage assembly i.e. filling waste
in stainless steel container and later inserting them in a carbon
steel container. The surface temperature can be further increased
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TABLE 3i>>
SELECTED VALUES OF LMMHDEC FOR A
10 MW THERMAL INPUT FOR VARIOUS CYCLE TEMPERATURE
WITH AND WITHOUT COGENERATION

Sr. No.

Highest
Cycle
Temperassro

Highest
Cycle

Total

STWMW

K

(bar)

of the
Vpcomer/
Downcomer
(m)

Liquid
Metal
Flow
rate

Stem
Flow
Rate

W)

Oron

Thermodjynauc
Efficiency

Gross
Electrical
FfffirHMMrV

(H)

<%>

Without Coaeawntfioa

1
2
3
4

5
6

448
473
498
523
550
573

15.1
25.0
39.3
59.5
85.4

14.2
21.9
33.5
49.7
70.7
98.2

15.7
17.0
16.3
15.6
16.9
16.5

2.9
2.8
2.6
2.5
2.4
2.4

12.1
14.6
17.3
20.2
23.2

0.98
1.21
1.46
1.73
2.02
2.32

25.0
39.3
59.5
85.4

24.5
4<\5
61.5
89.0

20.0
19.3
21.0
20.5

3.3
3.1
3.0
2.9

10.5
13.9
17.3
21.1

1.05
1.39
1.73
2.10

8.5

9.8

WifcCosMMntioa

7
8
9
10

498
523
550
573
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by reducing the diameter of the container. With proper design of
air cooling system, air outlet temperature in the range of 570 to
620 K for coupling to LMMHD system can be achieved.
A computer code has been developed, which calculates all the
loop parameters of the LMMHD power conversion system.
Analysis
is carried out for a typical. 10 MW input from nuclear waste heat
repository. Lead-bismuth and steam are taken as electrodynamic
and thermodynamic fluids. The cycle temperature is varied from
443 to 573K, since exact temperature depends upon detailed
technoeconomic design calculations. • Optimization of geometric,
flow and electrical parameters have been carried out. Important
parameters have been summarized in Table 3.5.1. We observe that
the gross electrical conversion efficiency varies from 9.8% for a
cycle temperature of 443K to as large as 23.2% for a cycle
temperature of 573K. In the case of cogeneration, eventhough
electrical conversion efficiency is lower, steam will be utilized
by process industry. Table gives the total length of the upcomer
and mass flow rate of liquid metal and vapour. The actual power
generating system will be modular, consisting of multiple loops
around 300 to 500 KW(e). The schematic of the LMMHD loop which
can be coupled to nuclear waste heat is shown in Fig. 3.5.6.
Experiments consisting of simulation studies related to heat
transfer from canister to air, air to liquid metal, long duration
reliability and safety aspects are to be carried out before
determining
the
engineering
parameters and technoeconomic
feasibility of power generation from nuclear waste heat using
LMMHD power converters.
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Dr. P.V. Ananthapadraanabhan
Invited talk on 'Plasma Processing studies in B A R C
Saha Centenary Symp. on Plasma Science & Technology,
PLASMA 93, Allahabad (Oct. 1993)
Dr. N.K. Joshi
15 lectures on the 'Physics of Plasmas and Fusion' course
for 36th Batch, Physics trainees.
Topics covered: Basic plasma physics, plasma processes,
single particle theory, plasma production and
plasma
diagnostics
Di*. P. Satyamurthy
16 lectures on the 'Physics of Plasmas and Fusion' course
for 36th Batch, Physics trainees.
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Kinetic
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Multi
fluid
Magnetohydrodynamics,
waves
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applications.
Dr. N. Venkatramani
Invited Talk on 'Ceramic Electrodes for High Temperature
Applications' at the Seminar on Electronic Ceramics, Bombay
(October 1993).
Dr. A. K. Das was a faculty member at the SERC, DST school
on Plasma Surface Interactions and Plasma Processing during
May 25-June 12 1993.
Dr. N. Venkatramani was a faculty member at the SERC-DST
school on Plasma Surface Interactions and Plasma Processing
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Dr.
N.K.
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'Plasma
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Member, Plasma Division, IUVSTA
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Visitors/Students from other Institutions
1.

2.
3.

Prof. Mohibullah and Dr. Mushtaq Ahmad of Aligarh Muslim
University, have visited our laboratory and to discuss
collaborative
research
in the field of Liquid Metal
Magnetodydrodynamics during 27th September-1st
October,
1993.
Six
students
of
G.Pulla
Reddy Engineering College,
Kurnool(A.P.) prepared a project report on the International
status of LMMHD technology January 1994.
Three Students each of Vivekananda Institute of Technology
and Thadomal Shahani College of Engineering worked on
projects during July 1993 - April 94.
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CHAPTER
ELECTRON

4

BEAM

ACTIVITIES

The Electron beam Technology Section of Laser & Plasma
Technology Division is engaged in the design and development of
high power electron beam equipments for welding, melting and
evaporation. These equipments are operated at a voltage range of
30 KV to 150 KV and at power levels of 3 KW to 200 KW. This
Section has also developed a DC magnetron sputtering equipment
for reactive deposition of carbides and nitrides of various
refractory metals. During the year 1993, this section was engaged
in the fabrication and development of Electron beam and Magnetron
sputtering equipments. Investigation on various aspects of beam
and power supply design and reactive coating has also been
carried out. The major achievements can be listed as follows:
One 150 KV, 6 KW, Electron beam Welding Equipment is being
fabricated for the Ministry of Defence. It is to be installed at
MTPF, Ambernath. The Electron gun and its power source has been
fabricated and exhaustively tested at BARC. The Vacuum systoiu,
Work chamber and X-Y table are being fabricated at M/s IBPCO
works at Nashik and are tc be shifted to MTPF shortly. To test
the 150 KV, 6 KW EB gun and power source at BARC, a test system
with suitable lead shielding has been assembled. Successful weld
trials have been carried out. Integration of the total system
will start at MTPF shortly.
A 30 KV, 80 KW Electron beam melting unit has been assembled
and low power melting at 10 KW has been carried out. Adequate
water supply for crucible cooling from a cooling tower is being
arranged. Modification in the material handling system has also
been carried out.
A 30 KV, 20 KW, Electron beam evaporation unit has been
installed at Modular laboratories basement and trial evaporation
is about to start.
4.1 EB WELDING MACHINE FOR MTPF
An MOU was signed between M/s IBPCO, Nashik and BARC for the
development of a 6 KW, 150 KV, Electron beam Welding machine for
MTPF, Ambernath. As per the understanding, BARC will supply the
electron gun and the power source to M/s IBPCO for incorporating
it on the vacuum chamber and associated vacuum systems developed
by them. This machine consists of four major sub-systems:
a.
b.
c.
d.

EB Gun and power source,
Vacuum system,
Work chamber,
Work handling device.
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c. Cathodft (grid) Bias S U P P I V
To improve the response of the electron beam, the cathode
bias is supplied through a high frequency inverter (400 Hz} in
place of the conventional 50 Hz input. The 400 Hz operating
frequency helps to reduce the value and size of the filter
capacitor at the output of this circuit for the same ripple
voltage at the control electrode. The bias supply rating is 2500
volts, 10 mA DC. The bias transformer is insulated for 150 KV DC.
d. Focusing Lens Supply
It is a low voltage, low insulation, regulated DC power
supply with output rated at 60 volts, 1 Ampere DC. The regulation
is better than 1%.
4.1.2. Vacuum System
This consists of two high vacuum pumping systems capable of
producing vacuum of better than 5 x 10- e torr. One of the vacuum
systems evacuates the work chamber of sise 1 . 5 M x l . 5 M x 2 M
and consists of two number of 300 mm oil diffusion pump (IBPCO
make) backed by a roots-rotary combination (Roots: KMBD 1600 and
rotary: KT 300 of Kinney). A separate holding pump (Rotary vane
pump D60A, IBPCO make)is also provided for the diffusion pumps.
The second vacuum system is connected to the electron gun column
and consists of a 150 mm oil diffusion pump (IBPCO make) backed
by a rotary vane pump (D30A, IBPCO make). Fig. 4.1.1 shows the
schematic layout of the system with valves and measuring units.
A common control console for both the vacuum systems hat
been provided with the following main features:
i) Gauge indicating meters,
ii) Set point adjusting potentiometers,
iii) Common mimic diagram indicating the status of
vacuum systems with LED displays,
iv) Valve
control switches for manual and auto
operation (through pic of Mesung make),
v) Alarms for utility failures.
4.1.3

both

the

modes

of

Work Chamber

The work chamber of size 1 . 5 M x l . 5 M x 2 M
is fabricated
by using 16 mm thick AISI 304 stainless steel plates. The two
sides of the chamber have fully opening sliding doors ( manual
operation, horizontal slide). In operation, these doors sit on
the body flange with vacuum seal. The sliding of the door is
possible only in a specified inclined plane (guided by a rail) so
as to avoid damage to the vacuum seal and metal to metal .-ontact
of the door flange and the body flange. The tilting of the doors
is achieved by hinged joints at the top of the chamber frame.
During movement the doors are supported and guided by wheels on
rails. The complete chamber assembly including doors has been
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The specifications for the machine were drawn up by BARC and
except for the EB gun and power source the rest of the subsystems were ordered on M/s IBPCO Ltd., Nashik, for manufacture
as per specifications. The progress of the work was closely
monitored from design to final performance testing. These sub
assemblies have already been received at MTPF, Ambernath and are
in the final stages of erection. The EB gun and power source were
thoroughly tested and is also ready for transportation to the
site.
4.1.1 EB Gun and Power Source:
The electron gun is of triode geometry and is similar in
characteristics to the one experimentally developed earlier for
150 KV, 6 KW operation. This gun geometry which was optimized
through detailed theoretical/computer investigations is simple in
construction and needs minimum number of electrical terminals.
This gun uses a single focusing lens to guide the electron beam
through the gun column. The beam spot size is 1 mm at full power,
at a distance of 100 mm from the chamber top.
The complete power source consists of three different power
supplies, viz. the cathode heating supply (3 volts, 30 amps, 50
Hz), the acceleration voltage supply (150 KV, 6 KW DC) and the
cathode (grid) bias supply (0 to 2 KV DC).
Several modifications were carried out on the earlier design
to improve the characteristics of the electron beam and its
suitability for welding application. These are detailed below:
a. Acceleration Voltage Supply
The ripple on the acceleration voltage supply is a crucial
factor that adversely affects the.beam spot size. To reduce the
ripple value a 6-phase 12-pulse system was designed that helped
in the reduction of the ripple to 1.33> theoretically. The output
of the rectifier can be varied from 80 to 150 KV DC, with a line
and load regulation of + 1% by controlling the primary voltage of
the EHT transformer by means of a thyristor controller. The
rectifier can give upto 40 mA DC.
b. Cathode Heating Supply
The cathode heating supply circuit is modified to provide 30
Amperes at 3 volts ac in place of 50 Amperes at 25 volts. This
change has helped in using the linear portion of the control
range of the circuit for variation of the heating current of the
cathode. The cathode heating supply transformer, that has a 150
KV DC insulation between primary and secondary, is fed through a
single phase anti parallel thyristor circuit. This stack is
controlled through electronic circuitry with reference voltage
taken from a multiturn potentiometer. This circuit is protected
by contactor, overload relay, thyristor fuses and RC networks.
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reinforced by I section beams (ISMC-200). The entire chamber
assembly is mounted on a rigid support fabricated out of MS
section (ISLC-300). The chamber was designed as per ASME Section
VIII
and was subjected to routine quality control checks
including 10% spot radiography of the weldments as per the ASME
code.
4.1.4

Work Handling Device

In EBW machine welding is usually carried out by moving the
job below a fixed electron gun. The joints are usually of plain
butt
type
and
the
components are assembled with light
interference fit to restrict the joint gaps to below 0.1 mm.
Added to this the electron beam of spot size 0.2 mm to 1.0 mm
demands high accuracy in the alignment, of the weld seam and the
electron beam, which in turn makes use of high precision work
handling device essential.
In this particular case the work handling device
is
basically a X-Y co-ordinate table. The work table is driven by
precision ball screw powered by vacuum compatible stepper motors.
The table is supported in the X & Y direction using linear motion
blocks. Linear glass scales are mounted on these slides to
provide the co-ordinate feedback. All the major components have
been machined out of AISI 304 stainless steel. Some of the main
features of the table are:
-

Table size :
Stroke
:
Travel speed:
Payload
:

900
900
100
350

mm x 700 mm with standard T slots,
mm x 700 mm with ± 0.05 mm accuracy,
- 2000 mm/min., with ± 1% accuracy,
Kg.

4.1.5 EB Welding test facility:
In order to test the electron
developed in this section, a vacuum
available components (Fig 4.1.2).

gun and the power source
system was made using

The main vacuum system consists of a chamber of 700 mm x 700
mm x 600 mm size made out of SS304, having 100 mm wall thickness.
Necessary reinforcement is provided on the body by using 75 mm
size MS channels welded on to the body. The chamber is provided
with five side ports. Two of them1 are used for mounting the
vacuum system and the electron gun assembly. The third side port
which is in the front is used as a viewing port. The fourth and
fifth side ports are temporarily closed, the complete body of the
chamber is covered with 5 mm thick lead sheet to prevent X-ray
hazards. An X-Y table is mounted inside the chamber which can be
moved at a speed varying from 10 cm/min. to 100 cm/min.
The main vacuum system consists of a 225 mm size oil
diffusion pump having a pumping speed of 2000 litres/sec., backed
by a 750 litres/min. capacity rotary pump. Necessary valve
arrangements are provided for easy and repeated operation of the
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aystem. This vacuum system with chamber gives a vacuum of 4x10"5
torr within 20 minutes from hot start.
The electron gun which
is evacuated by means of a
by a rotary pump having 300
is connected to the pumping
column gives a vacuum of
hot start.

is mounted at the top of the chamber
100 mm sis'e oil diffusion pump backed
litres/min. capacity. the gun column
system by means of an L bend. The gun
5 x 10 -6 torr within 45 minutes from

A telescopic viewing system is mounted on the chamber to
observe the beam size and the weld seam. A beam of light produced
by a projector lamp is focused on a plane mirror which deflects
the light at 90°, and this light falls on the X-Y table. The
reflected light from the X-Y table is again reflected at 90°,
using another plane mirror. The rays of light are then allowed to
pass through a telescope kept horizontally and this gives a
magnified image of the weld seam. Using the telescope and light
arrangement it is possible to align the job with the electron
beam precisely.
A 150 KV, 6 KW DC power supply specially developed for this
unit by a private vendor, was initially tested using a running
water load to simulate the electron gun. The protection circuits
were checked for satisfactory operation.
The electron gun was subsequently energized by the power
source and beam trials taken on open loop. Protective devices
like MOV's, transaorbs and snubbers were connected in the various
controller circuits. Later on the feedback loops were connected
and beam trials taken on SS plates.
Several SS304 joints were welded using different suitable
welding parameters for qualifying the machine to meet the desired
standards. Mechanical tests were done on the welded samples and
micrographs were taken and these met the required standards.

4.2 DEVELOPMENT OF 80 KW. 30 KV EB MELTING FURNACE
This unit is being developed for use in Metallurgy Division
for melting and casting of ingots of refractory metals and their
alloys and is already in an advanced stage of commissioning. The
30 KV, 80 KW electron gun imported from Germany has already been
tested at low power levels of around 10 KW for button melting of
Niobium. Schematic of this furnace is shown in Fig. -i.2.1.
Presently, work is in progress on the manufacture of the ingot
casting crucible, retraction mechanism and retraction trolley.
4.2.1 Crucible
It is a water cooled copper insert mounted in a stainless
steel holder (Fig. 4.2.2). The three concentric pipes welded onto
a 40 nun thick stainless steel base plate provide passage for
inlet and outlet of the cooling water. The copper insert is
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The design

enables very easy replacement of the coppex' insert in the event
of damage or change in the diameter of the ingot to be cast.
Presently, 40 mm and 60 mm diameter ingots can be cast. The
crucible is designed to handle a heat load of about 30 KW. The
crucible assembly is mounted inside the work chamber using the
bottom port of the work chamber.
4.2.2 Retraction mechanism and trolley
It consists of a lead screw connected to a water cooled
piston having a provision for mounting a pellet of the material
being cast. This piston moves inside the copper insert cavity
through the crucible base plate opening and retraction chamber.
The space between the piston and the top of the copper insert
holds the molten pool of the material being processed. At regular
intervals the piston is retracted using the drive to accommodate
more charge. Ingots of 600 mm length can be cast using the
present set up. The complete assembly is mounted on a trolley
with the help of a hydraulic jack. After the formation of the
required length of the ingot the retraction chamber flange is
detached from the crucible base plate. Using the hydraulic jack
the retraction chamber is lowered by about 30 mm. The trolley is
then moved away from below the chamber giving access to the ingot
from the top of the retraction chamber. The guide rails of the
trolley are supported on six pillars which are grouted to the
floor.
4.3 EVAPORATION TRIALS WITH 20 KW. 30 KV EB EVAPORATION GUN
This unit which was rigorously tested at 15 KW power levels
for melting copper using water cooled copper crucible, was
mounted on the evaporation chamber at MDRS. The power source has
been recommissioned at site and beam trials are in progresr

4.4 DEPOSITION OF NITRIDE FILMS BY REACTIVE SPUTTERING
The Magnetron Sputtering unit developed in our laboratoryhas been discussed in the earlier reports (1991/92). They
describe the deposition of near stoichiometric TiN and VN films
and characterization of the structures under various process
parameters. It has been reported in literature that the ternary
and quaternary nitrides of refractory metals show greater wear
resistance and hardness as compared to the binary nitrides. In
the previous reports (Laser & Plasma Technology Division Annual
Report for 1991 and 1992) we have described the DC magnetron
sputtering unit that has been developed in our laboratory.
Structure of titanium nitride and vanadium nitride films have
also been discussed.
This report discusses the mechanical
properties of the TiN and VN films and structure and mechanical
properties of Titanium - vanadium - nitride films synthesized in
our laboratory. Ti-V targets for deposition of Til-xVxN films
were fabricated from 90mm diameter titanium and vanadium discs.
Titanium ratio in the film was varied ' by changing the target
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construction. Vanadium -target 90mm diameter, 3mm thick was
clamped on the copper cathode. It was masked by 3mm thick
titanium
disc of same diameter with holes drilled on it
symmetrically along the sputter erosion track. The eroaion tx-ack
was a circle of 64mm mean diameter and the track width was 14ram.
Two titanium masks were used each of them with 12 holes drilled
symmetrically at equal spacing along the erosion track circle.
The hole diameters were of 8.5mm and 12mm respectively. Substi-ate
was kept 90mm away from the target.
Fig.4.4.1 shows the
arrangement of the vanadium and titanium targets. These targets
were sputtered in argon and the film thus obtained was analysed
by Electron Probe Micro Analyzer. The first titanium mask (with
12 numbers of 8.5mm diameter holes) resulted in Ti:V ratio of
85:15 while second mask (with 12 numbers of 12mm diameter holes)
resulted in Ti:V ratio of 75:25 on the 75mm diameter substrate
held 90mm away from the target.
4.4.1. Structure of Titanium-Vanadium Nitride Films
XRD of (TiN)7 5 (VN)2 5 coatings at various nitrogen percent, in
sputtering gas is shown in Fig.4.4.2 (a,b,c). It can be seen that
all of the coatings are two phase mixtures of TiN and VN. Th<j
presence of two distinct phases namely TiN and VN is clearly
demonstrated
in
the
appearance
of separate (400) peaks
corresponding to the two
phases.
This
imply
incomplete
dissolution of these phases into a single (TixVi-x)N phase
contrary to the earlier reports by Knotek [Thin Solid Films
vol.193/194,p557 (1990)] and Konig [Surf.Coat.Technol. vol.33,
p91 (1987)3. It is further seen from Fig.4.4.2 that whereas VN
shows a total preference to (200) orientation TiN shows no such
preference. The intensity of the (200) reflection of VN does not
appreciably change with nitrogen percentage in the sputtering gas
indicating no variation in textuz-e with N:V ratio within the
Limits of our experiment. This observation is in variance with
those for the deposition of VN where at low nitrogen percentages
(111) texture was predominant (Annual Report for 1992).
4.4.2 Microhardness of Nitride Films
We have, in our study, used Jonsson - Hogmark (J-H) model
(Thin Solid Films vol.114, p 252 [1984]) to evaluate the
microhardness of nitride films. This method gives a fair idea of
the film microhardness independent of the substrate hardness. 2
micron thick films were deposited on AISI 304 steel substrate.
Jonsson - Hogmark (J-H) have proposed two models, model I and
model II. Model I was proposed for cases whore the fi In WJIS
deposited on hard substrates and the bulk hardness of the film
material was about double that of the substrate hardness while
model II was proposed for cases where the film was deposited on
softer substrates and the ratio of bulk hardness of the film
material to that of substrate was greater than 4. They further
reported that the best agreement between the experimental data
and the data generated by the model was found for t/D £ 0.7
(where t is the film thickness and D is the indentation depth).
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The raicrohardness of -the nitride films grown in our
laboratory and calculated as per J-H model is shown in Table
4.4.1. Out of the three coatings grown is. our laboratory namely
TiN, VN and (TiN)75 (VN)25 , VN was found to possess minimum
hardness. It is consistent with the reported bulk values. Other
two nitride films show almost equal microhardness. Knotek and
konig reported a hardness value of 2700 kg mm-2 for Ti-V-N films
having a Ti:V ratio of 71:29 and 70:30 respectively. We found the
microhardness to be 2691 kg mm-2 for Ti-*V ratio of 75:25.
TABLE 4.4.1
Microhardness of Nitride Films Grown in the Laboratory
Film
composition
TiN
VN
(TiN)7S(VN)25

Microhardness (kg mm-2) as per
Jonsson-Hogmark model II at t/D=0.56
2792
1790
2691

Higher hardness of our films than that of the bulk can be
attributed to their fine grain and void free structure. Fine
grain and void free structure of the vanadium nitride film has
been found in our experiments. In view of this, the high
microhardness value given by the J-H model II can be taken as
true microhardness of our nitride films as synthesized by DC
magnetron reactive sputtering.
4.4.3 Wear Resistance of Nitride Films
Polishing wear resistance of the titanium, vanadium and
titanium - vanadium films were studied qualitatively and compared
against the substrate wear rate under identical conditions. Hifin
(Hifin products Pvt. Ltd., Navsari, India) make metallographic
sample polishing equipment was used for this purpose. The
significant variables of this polishing wear process were type of
grit, grit size, load, speed of polishing and the coolant. In the
present
investigation
all these variables were maintained
constant. Wax based diamond abrasive of grit size 3 um was used.
The abrasive was coated on a pellon lap fixed on a 200mm diameter
lapping plate which was rotated at 100 rpm. Three samples (two
coated and one uncoated), mounted on a smaller freely rotating
disc, were pressed against the lapping plate by 462 gm load each.
Care was taken to remove the debris by proper lubrication. After
30 minutes of polishing the samples were cleaned and weighed in a
micro balance. Thus weight loss per unit area was calculated.
Validity of the data from this wear test, was tested by comparing
them with the published data for TiN coated steel samples.
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.Though study of abrasive wear for hard coating has been
carried out to some extent, polishing wear study of titanium,
vanadium and titanium - vanadium nitride coatings have not been
reported in the literature. Rickerby (Surf.Coat.Technol. vol33, p
191 [1987]) has measured abrasion resistance of TiN coatings on a
teledyne Taber, North Tonawanda, NY, U.S.A. make woar testing
equipment. He determined the tribological performance of the TiN
films coated on AISI 304 steel and uncoated AISI 304 Qowyons.
Rickerby's test simulated a rubbing type abrasion produced by the
sliding action of two abrading wheels. His abrasion test results
are shown in Fig.4.4.3. It may be noted that the curves are quite
similar to that obtained in our laboratory (Fig.4.4.4). Thus our
test could be taken as a good indicator of the wear resistance of
the coated samples.
Weight loss of the nitride films, coated on AISI 304 samples
has been plotted in Fig.4.4.4. The wear data for the vanadium
nitride coated samples are with N:V ratio varying over 0.61
to
0.79. Out of the three vanadium nitride plots shown, it is seen
that the film with N:V ratio of 0.61 has the highest wear
resistance.
It is also found from the figure that the wear resistance of
titanium nitride film is higher than that of vanadium nitride
film and that the wear resistance of near
stoichiometric
(TiN)75(VN)25 film is almost same as that of VN. Vickers
microhardness value for (TiN)75(VN)25 film was highest in our
case but the wear resistance was not the highest. Thus it may be
noted here that the polishing wear rate and hardness do not
always follow an inverse relationship as is generally expected.
This technique of wear resistance measurement has not been
reported earlier. Neither the wear resistance of VN film has been
measured by any other technique. The present measurement gives a
qualitative knowledge of the wear resistance of the vanadium,
titanium and titanium-vanadium nitride film grown under different
nitrogen percent in the sputtering gas mixture. From these
abrasion resistance studies one finds that vanadium and titaniumvanadium nitride films,
show about five time better wear
resistance than AISI 304 steel. Thus these films could be used as
hard and wear resistance coatings.
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